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IIJTRODUCTION 
Among the '3hytopathogenic bacteria, nine species are 
Knovm to cause vascular necrosiE, These vascular parasites 
do not constitute a taxonornic group like the soft-rot, green-
fluorescent, and gsll producing organisns but are actually 
a very heterogeneous group taxonoKically. In tli0ir cultural 
reactions they can be separated into two groups that have 
several reactions in cocimon. These organisrris are as folloift's: 
Xanthoroonas canioestrls in cabbage, I, lespedezae in species 
of Lespedeza, Conmebacteriim flaccumfaciens in coKunon besns, 
G. rnichiEanensis in tomatoes, C. sepedonicum in Irish potatoes, 
C. Insldiosum in alfalfa, Ervdnia tracheiphila in cucuinbers, 
Pseudomonas solanacearum in members of the Sol?naceae, and 
Eacteriua stewartii in ifiaize. 
Wo atteniDt has been aade yet to study these organisiris 
comparatively as tTO groups of vascular parasites although 
some of them have been studied culturally in detail. There­
fore it was hoped that a coirrparative study of their growth 
resoon.se might shed ne?; light on their one common character­
istic, their host-parasite relationship. The present study 
coniorises t¥-o phases of the activity of these bacteria, 
naraely their gro-^/th response and parasitism. 
CrlTTTJpf? nTu" PTTT 
The source of the isolates used in the present T*ork is 
given in table 1, Three or more isolates of each organism 
were obtained except CorynehaeterluiB seuedonicum and Erwinia 
tracheiphlla where one isolate of each species was used. 
Table 1. Source of cultures. 
Culture ProBi TPhoffi Host and date of 
Ho. Q r-.(rar» p c* V. w received isolation 
H-cl Xanthofflonas W. J. Hooker cabbage, — 
cam'oestris 
H-gar B n ?! > 
XC-2 n W. H. Burkholder cauliflower, 1936 
XC-13 n n n n 
XC-15 n n cabbage, 1944 
19604 Xsnthomonas C. L. Lefebvre lespedesa, 1946 
lespedezae 
XL-1 r H. Burkholder " , 1945 
XL-2 n n t1 T1 f 
7392 Corynebacterium Ai;)er, Type bean, — 
flaccumfaciens Cult. Collect. 
2A R S. P. Doolittle I! > 
2E n n n 
CF-4 t! l"' R »^ • JTL • Burkholder " , 1923 
CF-14 11 n 23-year-old bean 
seed, 1945 
7433 CorvnebacteriuHi iiffier. Type t03nat0, — 
michie;anensis Cult. Collect. 
CM-1 n W. H. Burkholder « , 1936 
CM-6 n n " , 1940 
3-D n S. P. Doolittle ) 
9850 Corynebacterium Aaer. Type potato, — 
sepedonlcum Cult. Coilect, 
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Table 1« (continued) 
Culture 
No. Species 
From whom 
received 
Host a 
is 
nd date of 
olation 
CI-13 Corynebacterium F. H. Burkholder alfalf a, 1943 
insidiosum 
CI-15 ti n n >1 
2246 n F. R. Jones 1! ,  1946 
2247 n tr fi ?! 
2248 ti n I! f? > 
8199 Bacterium Amer, Type sweet corn, — 
stewartii Cult. Collect, 
Line.500 n I\. J. niker II 
46-D-35 Ft S. P. Doolittle I! 
SS-1 r- V;. H. Burkholder II ,  1932 
SS-12 n n It ,  1941 
9910 Pseudofflonas Aner. Type > 
solanacearum 
16-a n J. H, Jensen potato , 1946 
l6-a-l2 n II II I' J 
9911 Erwinia Amer. Type cucuiiib C'T —— f — 
trecheiohila Cult. Collect. 
Before the study m.s TDeguri, the cultures were tested for 
their purity and pathogenicity, and maintained on nutrient 
dextrose agarj exceptions to this T;ere Corynebacterium sepedon-
icum and Brwinia tracheiphila. which were rrisintsined on potato 
dextrose agar. 
Hote. The writer is deeply indebted to the various persons 
who supplied cultures to him. Their addresses are: Dr. V'. j. 
Hooker, Botany Department, lov/a State College, Ames, lov^aj Dr. 
F. 11. Furlcholder, DepartEent of Plant Pathology, Cornell Univer­
sity, Ithaca, "N. X.; Dr. C. L. Lefebvre and Dr. S. ?. Doolittle, 
U, S. Department of Agriculture, Bureau of Plant Industry, Belts-
ville, Md.; Dr. F. E. Jones and Dr, A. J. Kiker, Department of 
Plant Pathology, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wis.; and 
Dr, J. H. Jensen, Idorth Carolina State College, Raleigh, I'l. C. 
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GROWTH REACTlOi^ AriD CULTURAL RESPOriSE 
Of TfiD BACTERIA 
Morphology and Staining Reactions 
The morphological characters of the bacterial suecies 
studied are well established and therefore no attempt 'ftas made 
to 'aake a detailed study of them. All the organisias \j;ere 
rod shcv:.)ed, did not fonn any spores, and v/ere not acid fast, 
tility. 
Motility wss deterrained by grovdng the isolates on serai-
solid agar as recomiiiended in the Manual of Methods (1936;. 
/.ll the isolates of Pseudoiiionas solsnacearutK. X^irithomorias 
camoestris. X. lesoedezae. Coryne'Dacterium flaccurfiiaciens, 
Brwinie tracheiohila were motile, whereas the raniaining 
snecies were non-uiotile. As a check, a liiotile strain of 
Escherichia coli v-as included in the study. 
Gram's stain. 
Both young and old cultures of :;11 the isolates were 
sto-ined by the Hucker raodification of Grain's stain (Mumal of 
r^ethods, 1936), All the Corynebacteria •?/ere Grain positive, 
while the rest of the species ^vere Gram negative, Sme.-rs of 
Bacillus suhtilis (a Gram positive organism) stained at the 
sairie time were Gram positive. 
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Ciiltural Characters 
The cultural characters of the organisEs ?^ere studied 
on various media which v/ere orepared according to standard 
'TDcedures u.sirig Dlfco iagredieats. The cultures vieve incu­
bated at 25° C. unless otherwise rientioned. Th£ media employed 
Tc'er?: nutrient -^gar, nutrient broth, nutrient destrose agar, 
potato dextrose agar, and potato plugs. The colony characters 
rere studied on nutrient dextrose agar plates. 
Hutrient agar slants. 
In general, grov-th was poor on this iiiedium. The "'re-
doKinant color of the ciiltures was soiTie shade of yellov except 
in the case of Pseudomonas solanacea.rmi, Y.ihlch was dirty whito 
to bro?ai. Frvanla tracheiDhila failed to grow and all cultures 
of Coryneba.cterium InsidiosuB grew scantily. Jill isolates of 
C. flaccumfaciens and C. michlganensis grew moderately v;ell on 
this rredlum. Corynebacterium senedonicuin grew rather poorly. 
The Isolates of Bacteriura stewartii were differentiated into 
two groups on the basis of their gro'^rth on this "tedium; three 
of the five isolates grew rather i^ell and produced good, slimy 
grov'th. The remaining two isolates grew poorly .-ind showed dull, 
granular grov/th. Xanthornonas carnijestris and X. lespedezae gre^; 
IT;j lc-ately well and were indistinguishable. 
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Nutrient broth. 
The ,re;--ult;? on this ^.'lediuiii sho^^ed the sanis trends as on 
nutrient agar. Appreciable turbidity was produced by Pseud onion-
as solanacearum •??hich also prodiiced a distinct oellicle. 80 
growth of Er-vvinia tracheinhila v/as apparent even after two v/eeks, 
All the rest of the isolates shoived slit-iit turbidity, slignt 
ring, and a flocculent sediment after eight days. The color 
of the medium reasined unchanged and odor was absent in all 
cases. 
Kutrient dextrose agar slants. 
This icedium y/as yrer.ared by adding one per cent dextrose 
to nutrient agar, and was found to be very suitable for growth 
of the organisms; Ervdnia trachelphila was the only exception 
and grew very poorly. Xa.nthoijionas camnestris, X. lespedezae. 
and Bacterium stewartii were brilliant yello^'; sonic isolates 
of Conmebacterluni flaccumfaciens Y/ere yellow and soirse vere 
pink, but this was not a stable character. All isolates of 
C. michigenensis were dull yeliov;, Co7-?/nebacterium sfroedonicmn. 
was white on this niedium and Pseudoinonas solanacearum was 
dirt)'" white turning brown. Corynebacterium insidiosum was 
yello^\f in young cultures but turned slightly blue on aging. 
All the isolates of this species did not, however, behave 
uniformly in this respect. The isolates of Bacterium stewartii 
varied as regards grov.'th on this medium. T'aree isolates of 
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the five produced yellov.-, sli;-ny grovrth -filiile the other tro 
slio??ed a dark yellox";, dull growth; apparently the first three 
isolates, Ty';)e, Lino*500, and 4^-0-35 belong to Type B cultures 
of Bacterium steT^'ertil described by Ivanoff, Flksr and Dett\«.ller 
(1938) and the remaining tv'o,SS~l and SS-12, belong to Type A. 
Potato de>:trose agar slants. 
All species grew copiously on this riiediurn, even Ervlnls 
tracheiohlle.. Growth and pigment oroduction were the s^rae 
as on nutrient dextrose agar, except that the pigment i-as rcore 
intense, nnd gro^vth Yt'as inore abiondant. 
Potato nlug,5« 
All the isolates gre^' well on this loedium and produced 
i.uterise colors. Pseudoinonas solanacearum was dark brov/n oa 
this raftdium and most of the isolates of Corynebacterium 
insidiosum were blue-black. The potato plug v-as discolored 
in most cases. 
Colonies on nutrient dextrose agar plates. 
Colonies of almost all the isolates were round, vdth 
entire margins, and no oarticular markings. Seven day olu. 
colonies ranged in diameter size from 10 to 12 mm. in the case 
of yaathoaonas camoestris and X. Ie;-njede7.ae to tvro to three mm. 
in Erwinia tracheiphila. The rest of the species were inter­
mediate in size. 
The Influence of Temperature on Gror?th 
of the Organisms 
The effect of teni)eratare on the grov/th of th^'; organisms 
was deteniiined by gro?;ing them at different temoeratures. 
Single streak inoculations were aade on slents of nutrient 
dextrose agar v;hich T/ere then incubated at 15-, 20'"^, 25'^, 
jCpf 37"^, and C, respectively. Potato dextrose agar 
slants viore used in the case of x?rv:inia tracheighila and 
Corynehacteriuffi senedonicura since these species do not grow 
v-'ell on the other ip.ediusn. Duplicate cultures wsre carried 
at each temperature and the amount of growth in each case 
was measured in an arbitrary manner at the end of one, three^ 
and five days. Table 2 gives the results of this trial. 
Table 2. Influence of temperature on gro'sth. 
Teisperature 15"C.! 20'^C, 25°C. 30OC.: 370c.: AO^C 
Incubation days U 3 5 '1 3 5 1 3 5 1 3 5 '1 3 '5 =1 3 5 
Organism ; : Y i f  ^ or of growth : : 
anthoniona s caiiro e s-
tris. H-cl r\ w 3 4 1 3 4 2 / 4 3 4 4 J 4 4 0 1 1 
n 
> ii-f-or 1 3 4 1 3 4 2 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 0 1 1 
tt ) .^C-2 1 3 / •i' 1 3 4 •~v 4 4 •5 4 4 2. 4 4 0 1 1 ti 
> }(C-13 0 3 4 2 3 4. 1 4 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 0 1 1 u. 
n ) XC-15 0 3 4 /-i 4 4 2 4 4 1 4 4 3 4 4 0 1 1 
Xanthoraonas lesoe-
dezae. 19604 0 3 /. *-v 3 4 4 2 4 4 4 4 2 4 4 1 3 3 1! y XL-1 0 3 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 3 4 4 2 4 4 1 • 3 
rt 9 XL-2 0 3 4 2 4 4 n 4 4 2 4 4 2 4- 4 1 3 3 
'9-
Tal)le 2. (continued) 
Temperature : IS^C.: 20^0.: 25^C.: 30OC.: 37-^C.: 40OC. 
xtxuUwu. ux-Jti 0. ^ ^ 4. J J X J J L J J 1 3 5 *1 3 5 
Organism 
9 • * • t 
: : Vigor of growth : • 9 
Corynebacteriiim flac-
cumfaciens, 7392 0 2 3 0 1 4 0 2 3 1 2 3 1 0 c 3 ^>"1 1 2 
n , 2A 0 3 3 0 ''I 3 2 3 3 1 2 3 1 3 3 0 2 3 
" , 2B 0 2 3 0 3 4 0 2 3 1 3 3 1 /C 3 0 2 3 
" ,cr'-4 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 2 3 0 1 2 1 2 3 0 0 <. 3 
" , CF-14 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 2 3 1 2 3 1 1 /C, 3 0 1 2 
Corynebacterium mich-
if^anensis, 7433 1 2 3 0 1 3 <• 3 3 1 2 -2 J 2 2 2 0 0 0 
" , CM-1 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 T 1 2 1 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 
" , CM-.6 0 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 3 1 C 2 n ' y j  1 1 0 0 0 
" , 3-D 0 0 1 0 1 3 0 2 2 0 1 fi. 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Corynebacteriura sen-
eoonicum, 9850 034- 034 134 Oil 001 000 
Corynebacteriura insid-
iosufn, CI-13 0 r\ u 1 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
n CI-15 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 2 3 u 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ti 
> 2246 0 0 2 0 1 2 0 2 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2247 0 1 2 0 1 3 0 1 3 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
> 2248 0 1 2 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8199 0 2 4 ( 4 4 3 k 4 L 4 4 3 3 4 2 2 3 
n Line.500 0 1 3 2 4 4 2 4 4 3 4 4 2 3 3 2 2 3 1! 46-D-35 < 3 3 2 3 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 2 3 3 2 2 3 
»! « ) SS-1 0 0 2 0 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 r\ r-\ /C C II ii 
> SS-12 0 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 'J 1 0 A, 2 
Pseudomonas solana-
cearuin. 9910 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 3 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 1 2 3 
tt 3 16-a 0 0 1 0 1 3 1 3 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 1 2 3 
n J I6a-l2 0 0 1 0 1 1 •5 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 1 2 2 
F.r"Klnla tracheiphlla> 
9911 OOG 013 002 012 000 00 0 
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The results sho?/ that of the species of wilt-bacteria 
under studj'-, X?nthornonas C£m?:)estris, X. lespedezae. Pseudoirtonas 
solanacearum. and Bacterium stevvartli have a wide groT.'th-
temperature range. Of the species of Corynebacterium, C, 
flaccumfaciens seems to be the only species having a vade 
rnnge of temperature for growth, ?/hile the remsining three 
species, viz., C. michignnensis. C. sepedonicum. and C. itisidio-
sum have very narrow limits of temperature for gro-\"th. The 
optimum for all the species of Corynebacterium seems to be 
between 20° and 25^ C., and the same is true for Ervdnia 
tracheiphila. 
Liquefaction of Gelatin 
The ability of the bacteria to liquefy gelatin was 
determined by grovdng them on three gelatin media: plain 
gelatin, nutrient gelatin, and Frazier's gelatin. Stab cul­
tures vere made on the first tv/o media ana plates of Frazier's 
medium vrere inoculated. Both plain and nutrient gelatin -^ere 
neutralized to brom thymol blue, as gelatin is generally 
acidic. The plates and tubes were Inoculated at 25° C. and 
observations Y/ere made after eight days in the case of the 
stab cultures and after forty-eight hours in the case of 
Frazier's gelatin medium. Liquefaction of gelatin on this 
last medium was determined by flooding the plates ^^ath an 
acidified solution of mercuric chloride and the zone of hydroly­
sis wa.s recorded. The results are shown in table 3. 
Takle 3. Liquefaction of ^;Glatin by the vdlt-
bacterif!. 
Plain G'^ilatinrivatrient Gelatin:? Ta tier's Gel'-tin 
Lique- ;Lique- : : vMr.-'l r>. • .VWiXX--
Organis-T- faction :faction; Reaction: sis : nim. 
Xaathoinonas camioes-
tris, H-cl + + 4 4 4 4 alkaline 4 4 4 ?,6 
" J fl-gor 4- 4- 4 4 4 4 n 4 4 4 30 
" , J(C~2 + + 4 4 4 4 ti 4 4 4 23 
" , XC-i3 4 4 4 4 4 4 It 4 4 4 20 
" , XC-i5 4 4 •f 4 4 4 ?i 4 4 4 21 
Xanthoraonas lesoe-
dezse, 19604- 4 4 + + 4 14 4 It + 1 -f 4 
r> r». 
" , XL-1 4 4 i 4 4 4 4 4 1! 4 4 4 4 28 
" , XL-a •f "f "I" "i" 4 "1 i i 1! 4 4 4 4 30 
CorTOebacterium 
fIs ccmnfacisns. 
7392 4 4 t! 4 4 10 
" , 2A .;C 4 4 neutral 4 4 9 
" , 2B iL - !! - -
" , CF-A - 1! - -
" , CF-14 >>r 4 4 alki'line 4 4 10 
Co ryn eba e teriuiu 
iiiichiganensis, 
7433 ii- 4 4 4 neutral 4 4 11 
" , CiJ-1 4 4 II 4 4 10 
" , C;ii-6 -fr «. 4 4 ;;lkaline 4 6 
" , 3-D - neutral - -
Co TVn e ba c t er iurii 
seo8d.onicuni,9£50 — - n - -
Corynebacterium 
insidiesum, CI-13 - 11 - -
" , CI-15 ii- - II - -
" , 224.6 - II - -
" , 224.7 -JC - I! - -
" , 2248 - !l - -
BacteriTOH stewartii. 
8199 - II ~ -
" « Line. 0
 
0
 
1 1 
-
I! 
- — 
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Tnlile 3. (continued.) 
Pla in Gelatin: JJutri ent Gelatin: Frazier's Gelctii 
Organism 
Licue-
iciction ; 
Licue- : 
faction:] 
* 
» . 
rieaction; 
hydroly-; Zone 
sis ; fflra. 
Bacterium stew-
artii, 4.6-D-35 
" , SS-1 
" , SS-12 — 
- neutrnl 
!l 
r 
-
Pseudoinonas solan-
aces rum, 9910 
" , 16-a 
" , l6-a-l2 
-i- —. 
-
alkaline 
fi 
tt 
-
iuia trachei-
Dhilc. 9910 -x- — — ^ 
Note: = no groY/th; - = no liquefaction; 
4 = liouefaction 
The results shov/ that both Xanthoaonas caBoestris and 
J. Izrzedeze.B are strong gelatin licuefiers and can even attack 
Plain gelatin. Of the suedes of Corynebacterium, C. flaccum-
faciens and C. i?iichig;-.nensis attack gerlatin moderately. The 
different isolates of these two soeeies varied in their ability 
to attack gelatin. All the remaining species seem to be unable 
to attack gelatin in eight days. 
The results further Indicate that ,nore than one raediuni is 
necessary for the study of gelatin liquefaction. Some organisms 
cannot grow on pi?.in gelatin end the use of this medium alone 
would give unreliable results. Frazier's gelatin inediuTn seerus 
to be the nost satisfactory for study of gelatin liquefaction; 
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it gives quick results end the relative abilities of different 
organisms can also be ineasured in a quantitative inanner by means 
of the zones of hydrolysis. This medium alone should be adequate 
enough to study gelatin liquefaction. 
Hydrolysis of Starch 
The production of amylase in culture was studied by 
growing the organisms in plates of nutrient agar containing 0.5 
per cent potato starch. A thin paste of starch was made in a 
sinall quantity of nutrient broth and this was added to the bulk 
of the medium before sterilization. Plates were then poured and 
inoculated with the organisms. Four cultures were inoculated 
in each plate making stab inoculations with a straight needle. 
This method gave good, round colonies, -After five days incuba­
tion at 25° C. the plates were flooded ?dth a weak solution of 
iodine. A clear ^one around the colony indicated starch diges­
tion, The zones were measured wherever present. Table 4 shows 
the results. 
The results show that only three species, viz., Jv3nthomonas 
camaestris, X, lespedezae, and Corynebacteriurn sepedonicuir. are 
able to hydrolyze starch. The above results were confirnied by 
growing the organisms on nutrient broth containing 0.5 per cent 
potato starch and testing the raedium for the presence or absence 
of it at the end of six days by addition of iodine solution. In 
the cultures of Xanthoinonas campestris and 2, lesrjedezae no 
-14-
TsMe 4* Hydrolysis of starch by species of wilt 
bacteria. 
Colony size, "one of hydroly-
Organism miT'. sis, mm. 
XanfhoTnonas essoestris. fl-cl 15 30 
" " , a-sor 16 35 
" " , :>;c-2 9 25 
" " , JC-13 12 16 
" " , }:C-15 4 11 
Xaathon'ionas lesoe-
dezae, 19604 15 29 
" , XL-1 15 27 
" , y.L-2 14 30 
CorTnebacteriuH flaccum-
faciens, 7392 6 Q 
" , 2A 7 0 
" , 2B 6 0 
" , CF-4 6 0 
" , CF-14 5 0 
Corynebacterium michiean-
ensis, 7433 4 1—I G
 4 0 
" , m-e 6 0 
" , 3-D 4 0 
Corynebacteriuffi sepedoni-
CUK, 9850 6 15 
Corvnebacterimi insidio-
sum, CI-13 6 0 
" , CI-15 6 0 
« , 2246 5 0 
" , 2247 4 0 
" , 2248 4 0 
Bacterium stewartii, 8199 22 0 
« " , Line. 500 16 0 
" « , 46-D-35 18 0 
" " , SS-1 5 0 
« n , SS-12 4 0 
15-
Table 4.. (continued) 
Colony sise. Zone of hydroly-
Organism mm. sis, Pitri. 
Pseudoiaonas solana-
coarnjfl. 9910 10 0 
" , l6-a 11 0 
" , l6-a~l2 11 0 
Er?anla tracheiphila. 9911 5 0 
starch was found at the end of six days while in the caltnre 
of Corynehacterlum se-gedonicixm partial hydrolysis of starch 
occurred. 
Production of Hydrogen Sulphide find its 
Relation to Disease Symptoms 
Two methods are generally employed for the detection of 
hydrogen sulphide in bacterial cultures. Soroe v/oricers iiave 
used r-igar rcedia containing salts of iron, lead or cobalt as 
indicators whilst others have employed liquid cultures over 
which lead acetate or lead carbonate impregnated strips are 
suspended. In the present v?orlc both laethods were employed. 
The solid sTiedia ased i?;ere Kligler's iron agar and the mediutn 
described by Vauglm and Levlne (1936). This inediuin has the 
following composition: 
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Proteose peptone (Difco) 
Di-potassiuffi hydrogen phosphate 
F'erric citrate 
Agar 
Distilled ?'ater 
20.0 ,e. 
1,0 " 
0.5 " 
1 5 . 0  "  
1.0 litre 
Slants of Kligler's iron agar were inoculated by streakirg 
on the surface of the slant and stabbing the butt of th"^' agar 
column as in the case of Russell's double sugar agar. The 
other medium was used in the form of stab cultures. The cul­
tures on both the media were iaciibated at 25*^ C. and observations 
?;ere made at the end of a veek. None of the cultures shoTved 
any blackening of the ijiedium, in either case, 
As none of the cultures sho^^fed rresence of h^/drogen 
sulphide in the above test, cultures were mHde into nutrient 
broth containing 0.05 percent cystine hydrochloride. Strips 
of filter paper ifflpregnated v.'ith a saturated solution of le-;d 
acetate, and dried in a steam oven after sterilization vjere 
susoended in trie tubes over the aiediuiri and the cultures were 
then incubated at 25*^ C. Observfitions were madeevery day. 
All the cultures of Xonthonionas carnoestris and 1. lesoede-
;'ao showed uositive dar'-cening of the filter puper after 24 hours 
incubation indicating production of hydrogen sulphide. After 
one week's incubation, all ipolates except those of Pseudomonas 
solanacearum showed darkening of the filter paper; Ervvinia tra-
chei'ohila showed feeble production of hydrogen sulphide. 
As all the cultures except those of Pseudomonas solana-
cearusi produced hydrogen sulphide in the above aedium, another 
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set of cultures ivere made in nutrient broth vdthout cystine 
and OX), nutrient broth and nutrient agar prepared ^.fith proteose 
•peptone and one per cent dextrose. The filter paper method was 
used in every case for detection of hydrogen sulphide. 
In one week, Xsnthomonas canroestris anc! lestjedezae 
shoY^ed blackening of the filter osper strips on all media. 
I'lone of the other soecies produced any hydrogen sulohine 
on both the liquid iriediaj 'F/hile on nutrierit-dextrose-agar 
made up with proteose peptone, all the species except Pseudofflonas 
solanacearum showed positive daricening of the filter paper. 
Isolates of Bacterium stewartii produced very feeble darkening 
on this medium but it fgs present^ nevertheless, Uninoculsted 
controls did not sho?; any darkening. These results are 
suGiraarised in table 5, 
Of the species under study, positive hydrogen sulphide 
production is reported for fenthomonecamoestris and X* lespeds-
zae. while Corynebacterium sepedonicuBi and Erv/inia tracheiohila 
are reported as feeble oroducers of 'nydrogen sulphide (Eergey, 
et al. 1939). The rest of the species are reported as non-produc­
ers of hydrogen suluhide. In the present exoeriments, the only 
soecies that failed to produce hydrogen sulphide was Pseudonionas 
solanacearum. It seems that lead acetate strip is a better 
method of testing for hydrogen sulphide than use of lead or iron 
salts in the i'ledium. It is interesting to note that all the 
wilt bacteria except Pseudomonas solanacearum produced hydrogen 
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Table 5. Production of hydrogen sul^^hide on various 
iTiedla. 
?ToclL!.ction of on 
No. Nutr. ivUtr. ciext. riutr. dext. 
of broth broth (prot. agar (prot. 
Organism isolates (cystine) pejjtone) peptone) 
Xpnthomonas 
cernoestrls 5 + •}• 4 
•Xanthonionas 
lesoedezae 3 4- -f 4-
Corynebacterlum 
flaccumfaciens 5 - 1 
Co r yn eba c t e r ium 
rrdchi.ganensls \ - + 
C 0 ryn e ba c t er iurn 
sepedonicum 3 + - 4 
Coryneba cterium 
insidiosuia 5 I - + 
Bacterium 
stewartii 5 4- 4 (feeble) 
Pseudomonas 
solanacearutn 3 _ _ 
Erwinle. trachel-
r>hi],a 1 4 - 4 
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sulphide and this seeiss to be conirrion character of these organ-
isn:!s. 
It is also interesting to note that most of these patho­
gens produce blackening of the vfiscular system in the host 
nlsnt. The exceptions are Bacterlu'n stevjartii and j-rwinia 
tracheiphilat and these tm species also produce very little 
hydrogen sulphide in culture. It was therefore thought Vv 'orth-
while to find out whether hydrogen sulphide is responsible 
for DToduction of blackening in the host tissue. Cabbage 
was selected for the experiments as cabbai^e affected with 
"blsck-rot" sho?rs the iTiost blackening amongst all the various 
hosts. The causal orgardsm, Xanthosonas campestris. also 
produces large amounts of hydrogen sulphide. 
The ability of ."Xanthomonas camnestris to produce 
hydrogen sulphide from cabbage extract and various parts of 
•the cabbage plant was first tested. Cabbage extract v»as 
ore'^ared by boiling 200 gras. of macerated cabbage in a litre 
of v;ater for 15 rrdnutes. The extract v;as then used as a cul­
ture ruediUEi in test tubes. S>'all pieces of cabbage root, stern, 
and leaves were also used as a inedimn in test tubes. After 
sterilization, duplicate tubes of each '.jediura were inoculated 
with a virulent culture of Xanthornonas carr.oestrls and strips 
of lead acetate impregnated filter p?jper \vere suspended over 
the inoculated tubes, Uninoculated tubes served as check. 
Tho cultures v/ere incubated at 25° C. and observations lA-ere 
rp.ade on alterno.te days, 
T:'c orf?anlsi2 i.)rouuced hydrogen sulphide fro;n all the 
ciGdifj in' six days cs evideneed by the blacitening of the filter 
oaper. These y'tsjlts show that thf; tissues of cabbage contain 
substances v.'hich give rise to hydrogen sulphide as a result of 
bacterial action. 
Tlie ability of pure liydrogen ijulohide to produce blacken­
ing in the vascular system of cabbage was next investigated. 
A saturated water solution of hydrogen sulphide was nrenared 
and dilutions were made from this stock solution; thy dilu­
tions used i?.'ere full strength, one in 10, one in 100, nnd 
one in 3,000. These various solutions viere olaced in test 
tubes. Young cabbage seedlings, about a month old veve 
then placed in these test tubes. In s.-rrie cases, tbc roots 
were cut off wherf;as in other cases, entire seedlings •^^•er8 
used. Leaves of older cabbage plants, vdtii their oetioles 
cut ptfne bsse were also used in this exoeriment. In another 
case, a strong, undiluted solution was injcctcd in the neti:-l9S 
of leaves on an old cabbage plant hypodermically. The test 
tubes containing the seedlings and leaves v'ere plugged ^vith 
cotton •vTool and left on the laboratory bench near a i"indo?/. 
Checks consisted of similar tubes ^/.-here sterile water vras used. 
In 12 hours, the detached leaves kept in an undiluted 
solution of hydrogen sulphide had vdlted. On examination of 
the base of the petiole, a. blackening of the vascular system 
was visible. Preehr-nd sections v;ere ^ade f.nd examined and 
these showed blac'pnlng of the xyletri vessels. This blac'ceninp 
was not, hov>'evGr, Dresent beyond a distance of about a centi-
meter from the base of ths petiole. Similar results •were 
obtained in the case of seedlings vi"htch had their roots cut 
2ff. Blackening v.'as more restricted in this case and could 
not be traced beyond a distance of about two millisTjeters froffi 
the cut ends. 
All the other dilutions failed to produce any blackening 
in the seedlings and leaves \vhich remained turgid. 
A siriall amount of discoloration ?.'as visible in the leaf 
petioles on an older plant ?;here hydorgen sulphide ivas injected 
hypoderaiicslly. Freeho-nd sections showed general blackening 
of the tissues along the path of the needle but the umvounded 
vessels v^ere free from it. Inoculated leaves did not Yllt. 
These results, though not conclusive, indicate that hydro­
gen sulphide could be responsible for producing the character­
istic blackening of the sylem vessels in cabbage rdants invaded 
''•'y ^^•-^nth j^:on&s canipestris. It is oossible that the bacteria 
r:!r.>.n;.ce liydrogen sulphide as they ijrogress through the xyleir. 
vessels, resulting in blackening. Further work in this connec­
tion would prove interesting. 
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Production of Indole 
The ability of the organisnis to produce indole was 
tested by grovdng tti.ern on nutrient broth containing 0,01 oer 
cent tryptophane. Duplicate cultures v.'ere incubated at 25'"' C. 
in each case ?^nd the presence of indole tested at the end 
of five end ten deys with Kovac's reagent. An indole positive 
strain of Escherichia coli was used as control. 
I'Jone of the cultures shoT/ed presence of indole at the 
end of five days i//hereas Uto cultures of X. campestris ann 
all the cultures of J, lespedezae gave a positive test for 
indole at the end of 10 days. Bacterium stev/artii. reported 
as a feeble producer of indole, did not give a positive test 
after 10 days growth. 
Action on Litmus Milk 
Duplicate cultures in litmus- milk v/ere incubated at 
25° C. Observations v/ere made at the end of 3,5, 10, 15, and 
30 days. 
A definite acid reaction was oroduced by all cultures 
of C. insidlosum but no coagulation ^as noticed; moderate 
reduction of litmus tos evident after 14 days. Pseudomonas 
solanacearum produced a definite alkaline reaction. F-rvinia 
tracheiphila produced no chan!g:e in the milk. All cultures of 
Xanthoaonas caropestris and X, lespedezae showed complete prote­
olysis in 14 days. The former shovred an alkaline reaction 
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while the latter shOT?;ed an acid reaction in the beginning, 
?;hich later disap'ieared. Coryiiiebacteriimi flaccumf'aciens nro-
auced complete proteolysis ana inoaerate reduction of litmus in 
one riionth. Corynebacterium rGlchlg'^nensifj curdled the 
without production of scid and reduced the litmus moderately. 
CorTflebacterium senedonicuE shored slight reduction of the 
litmus. These results are KUHLiarized in table 6. 
Reduction of Nitrates 
The ability of the organisms to reduce nitrates to 
nitrites vvs.s determined in a preliminary ^^ay by growing the.'n 
on nutrient broth containing 0,1 per cent potassium nitrate. 
The cultures vjere incubated at 25'^ C. for five dsys and the 
test for nitrite wcs made by the sulphanilic acid -c<-napthyla-
raine method (Marjual of Methods, 1936). Oi the species under 
study, only Pseudoinonas solanacearuH g?.ve a nositive test for 
nitrites in five days; all the cultures of this species also 
gave a positive test for nitrates when tested with zinc dust. 
In another trie! a synthetic semisolid nitrate inediuin 
containing 0.1 per cent agar vfas inoculated as recommended by 
7obell (1932). On this raediiua only Xf-ntho^:onas caiTraestris. 
I. lesDedezae, Pseudomonas solraiacearum snd Bacterium stevfartli 
gre%' well ?;hile •ii;r?anla tracheiphila and the snecies of Coryne-
bacteriuEi failed to make any grov,'th. At the end of five days, 
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Tabie 6 . Action on litmus Milk. 
Organism 
Mo. of 
isolate s icid ci^reli Curd 
Prote­
olysis Reduction 
X.inthoBonas 
C£2ir5'';stris 5 • 4 
y-nthomorias 
lesnede?;ae 3 - 4 -
Coryneba cteriixm 
flaccumfaciens 5 _ _ 4 4 
Coryneba c t eriurn 
rslchiga.nensis h - 4 
Corynebacterium 
sepedonicum 1 _ _ - 4(sligh 
Co ry:a eba c t s r i urn 
Insidiosmii 5 4" - -(slight) 
- 4 
Bacterium 
stewartii 5 4 - -
(slight) 
- -
Pseudomonas 
solanacearum 3 4 ~ -
Envinia 
tracheiiAila 1 
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only Pseudomona!; solfinacearum gave a positive test for nitrites 
whereas the two species of Xsnthomonss and Bacterium steyartii 
showed, absence of nitrites. To test whether nitrates ^"ere still 
nrssent or other^vise, a pinch of zinc dust added to each 
tube shovdng a negative nitrite reaction. All the tubes .•re­
duced a bright red color on addition of zinc dust, shov.-ing 
thereby that the nitrates were not reduced beyond the nitrite 
stage. 
Since Pseudoirionas solanacearijun ?;as the only species that 
sho«ed reduction of nitr-jtes, it thought advisable to 
find out T^'hether this organism reduced nitrates beyond the 
nitrites stage. Tubes of the synthetic nitrate niediuin were 
inoculated and the cultures were tested for nitrites and 
nitrates at the end of 3, 8, 10, 15, 20 end 30 days incubation. 
I'jo nitrites were produced till the cultures were 3 days old 
flnd nitrates v^ere still present. Nitrites and nitrates ^ere 
present cfter 10 and 15 doys grov.th, but both disappeared 
after 20 ds.ys. 
Of the species under study, Pseudomonas solar,acearum 
is the only orgenism that reduces nitrates. It is also the 
only SDCcies which iias a very wide host range distributed in 
a number of nvidely separated families. On the other hand, 
the remaining species of valt bacteria have rather narrow 
limits of host range, the organisms in each case infecting 
hosts belonging to single families. 
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The Voges-Proskauer and Methyl-Red Tests 
The ability of the organisms to produce acetyl-iaethyl-
carbinol from dextrose (V-P test), and produce enough acidity 
to give a positive reaction '/-Ith I'jethyl red, Y-;as tested C;/ 
growing the organisnis ia Dirco-:i:iRVP inediuin for five days 
at 25^ C. At the encl of this period, each culture was 
divided into tv^o equal nortions. One series of the cultures 
vas tested for the V-P test by adding o<-napthol and potassium 
hydroxide as recor'ir-iended in the Manual of Methods (1936) and 
the other series '.-vas tt;5ted for acidity v.lth methyl red. 
All cultijres veve negative for both these tests. 
Citrate Utilization Test 
The organisms were grown on Koser's citrate medium 
(Difco) for a period of five days at 25° C. to deter-Tnine whe­
ther any of the species ^vould utili.T.e sodiura citrate as the 
sole source of carbon. Of the species under study, XanthoBonas 
cr-m'oestris, a, les-pedeaae and PseudoMonas solanacearuffi alone 
grev- on this medium and produced a heavy turbidity in each 
case. The rest of the species, viz. Corynebacterium flaccum-
faclens, C. michi^'anensis, C. sepedoniciini. C. insidiosum. 
i^rwinia tracheiphila and Bacterium stewartii failed to grow 
on this ir^edium. 
Growth on Synthetic Asparagin MedlLini 
Starr and Weiss (1943), using a s^^Tithetic medium con­
taining 0.5 per cent asparagin as the sole source of carbon 
and nitrogen found that only species of green fluorescent plant 
pathogens of the genus Pseudornonas could grov; on this medium 
whereas species of Xanthonionas and of Corynebacterlum failed 
to do so. In order to confinri these results with respect to 
the species of wilt "bacteria under study, the organis'ms 
were grovm on the medium using the serial transfer technique 
described by Starr and Weiss (ibid.). Only Pseudornonas solana-
cearurn and Bacterium Stewartil grew on this iisedlutn through 
three successive transfers •\vhile none of the other species 
shoTted any growth. These results confirm the findings of 
Starr and T^'eiss (ibid.) and this test appears to be quite 
satisfactory for generic differentiation between the plant 
pathogenic bacteria. 
In another test, one per cent dextrose was added to the 
asparagin medium as an additional source of carbon and 
inoculations of all the isolates were made on plates of this 
medium. Xanthomonas camaestris and X, lesoedezae. Bacterium 
Stewart 11. and Pseudornonas solanacearom shov;ed positive 
growth on this medium but none of the Corynebacterium species 
shoY/ed any growth. 
It seems, therefore, that species of Xanthomonas can 
utili?:e asn.orai^ln as a source of nitrogen but not of carbon. 
These results agree -^rith those of Starr (1946). 
Utlli7,6tion of Carbon Cotapounds 
The literature pertaining to the utilization of carbo­
hydrates anci related carbon coinpounds by bscterin is confusing 
on account of differences in techniques employed by different 
workers. For example, the nature of the basal medium etrmloyed 
in such studies is not indicated in n-any instances and the 
conflicting results obtained with the same organism by various 
v:orkers are primarily due to the choice of different Dasal ,'nedi 
(Siiiith, 1911; Burkholder, 1932; Lewis, 1930), Many of the 
pl^-.nt pathogenic bacteria, particularly those of the Xantho-
riionas canipestris group, produce arafrionia from oeptone in the 
basal medium, which neutralizes any acid produced from the 
carbohydrate under test. Ayers, Rupp and Johnson (1919) 
advocated use of a synthetic basal rnediUE for studying the 
fermentation reactions of bacteria that produce acid and alkali 
simultaneously. 
Some organisms, such as the plant pathogenic Corynebac-
teria, cannot, hov-ever, grow on an Inorganic ••Dedluin, Burk-
holder (1932) used a synthetic basal medium to study the car­
bon utilization by species of the X. canroestris group in an 
attenrjt to separate species Tishich could not be differentiated 
if a peptone base was used. Le^ils (1930) using the same 
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teehi'ique more or less, studied the fermentation reactions 
of A. n&lvacearum and sorae other species of plant pathogens and 
obtained results tiiat were conflicting with the ones found in 
litersture (Smith, 1911). 
In the present vrark, the ferrnentc.tion of dextrose ¥iib 
first studied in a preliinincry way by grovdng the organisms 
on nutrient dextrose broth in Durh&in feririentation tabes. 
Brom-thyniol-blue was used as zn acid-base indicator. The 
cultures were incubated at 25'' C. and observptions v^ere 
recorded on alternate days. 
Mone of the species under study produced any gas in tr.o 
weeks. Xanthoirionas cauipestris, 7. lesuedezae and Pseudoinonss 
solanacearum produced an alkaline reaction ?/hich persisted. 
All tl::.e four Kpecies of Corjmebacterium, Bacterium stevjartli 
and R'rrlrtla tracheinhila produced an acid reaction. Difficulty 
was encoimtered, however, in judging acid production by tliese 
sr.ecies as these organisins are strongly aerobic and croduce a 
copious yellov.^, slimy grcv:th on the surface of tlie niediuffl, 
Tlie color of brom-thymol-blue in an acid medium is also yellov^' 
and nence the yellow groivth of the organism interferes rith 
the color change in the indicator. 
To elirriinate this difficulty, it ?vas decided to use 
nutrient agar as the basal inediuiri. Since none of the spocies 
produce any gas from dextrose, it uiinecessary to Uf^e 
fermentation tubes and a liquid medium. Kutrient agar containing 
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one per cent dextrose v/as oropared and 'iiade .aeatral to broin-
thy;r;Ol-blue, v«hich y/ss added to the medium at the rate of 
tliree ccs. of a 1.6 per cent sicoholic neutral solution oe-r 
litre, Ti'is large amount of indicator tb.s used in order to 
obtain sharn changes in color in the Ciedium. Transfers on 
nutrient-dextrose-agar slants v^ere rar.de by streaking the sur­
face of the slant and stabbing the butt, as is done in the 
ease of Russell's double sugar agar for differentiation of 
organisms of the eolon-typhoid group. No advantage ivas, however, 
'secured by this rriethod as none of the species grew sncierobi-
cally in the butt of the r.-^ediuE v-hich shored no color changes 
in young cultures. In older cultures, the acid or alkali 
nroduced on the slope of the slant diffused in the body of the 
medium. Of the species under study, Bacteriua stevmrtii in 
most cases produced acid frors the carbohydrate, but utilized tls 
same later. This was evidenced by the reversion of the slope 
of the slant to neutrality (green color) and fi?ially to an 
alkaline reaction (blue color). The butt at the sane time 
showed an acid reaction where the acid had not been utilized. 
This technique of using a solid n^edium v;ith broiu-thyinol-blue 
as an indicator ?:orked very v'ell with the species of plant 
pathogens under study and is recoaaended for studying similar 
reactions of other plant pathogens Trhich do not produce gas 
from carbohydrates. In cases where gas is produced, this 
technique cannot be used. 
The results of these reactions vdth all the comrion car­
bohydrates are given in table 7. Since the basal rnediurii used 
?ms nutrient broth, positive utili7;atlon of the fermentable 
substance inriicated by acid production. An alkaline reac­
tion or no change in the mediuiu indicated that either no 
acid vs'as oroduced or if produced, it v;as neutralized by the 
ammonia resulting from the breakdovm of the peptone. The 
results recorded in table 7 were taken at the end of 15 days 
growth of the organisjrjs. 
The results sho?/ that Xanthoaonas campestrls. 1. lespe-
dezae, and PseudoTnonas solanaceerum do not produce acid from 
any of the carbohydrates tested, Yihen nutrient agar is used 
as the b?.sal inediuffl. /iS far as the latter two species are 
concerned, thee-e results agree with those given for PseudoinonE s 
splanacearuHi in Bergey's Manual (1939), and those of Ayers, 
Lefsbvre and Johnson (1939) for Xanthoiiionas lesrjedezae. Triese 
workers used phenol red broth to study the fermentation reac­
tions of the Lespedeza wilt patnogen Bhich increased the pH 
of the medium from 7.2 to 7.6 - 7.9 i?i one month ¥.ltb glucose, 
lactose, sucros"', maltose, solubls starch and mannitol. As 
far as the descriptions of plant patiiogens in Bergey's Manual 
(1939) are concerned, the basal ;nediujn used to study the 
fera^entation reactions is not mentioned in any case. I&ntho-
monas caapestris is s£.id to produce acid but no gas from 
dextrose, sucrose, lactose, glycerol and jnannitol. It is 
Tsblc 7. Production of acid from carbon compounds 
?lo. of Arnti- Celio-
OrganiEE! isolates nose Xylose Deztros- Maltose biose 
>'antbo;::onas 
C-;it--•eptris 5 ei ai &1 h1 nl 
>:nnthof''on3 s 
l?sng;Ie:rfie 3 si al al si nl 
CoryTiebacteriuai 
risecumfaclons 5 ac ac :-:c sc c;C 
<-
Cor:iynP'bfccteriuD 
Ichiro gens is 4 no no ac ac e;c 
Corynr-baetei'ium 
seiisdonlcui;. 1 nc nc ac nc .-.-.c 
Coryaebacterla!:". 
ln5:ldl::)SUK 5 nc nc ac ac oc 
Bs cteriura 
steg'^rtli 5 rc ac ac ac 
.V > 
Pseudofflonss 
sol;:;nacearun 1 al -il al al nl 
FrV'Inlr; trschei-
r'hile 1 c f; c c a c r • c 
I'iote: ?tl - -ilksline reaction; ac = acid reaction; nc = ao 

id from carbon compounds 
Cello-
Xylose DextroR- Maltose biose 
Lac- Melezi-
tose Sacrose tose Pectin vStarch It 
al 1 .'ii 5.1 al al al al 
£l a /5l el al 
&c SC C ac 3C a c 3 c ac no 
ac ac r.c 
'S-
cc hC ac nc 
!1C ac cc rc nc 
nc ac ac ac ac ac nc 
ac £C •C nC a c ac 
al a J. il al 
ac nc ac nc ac nc 
Lonj 5.0 = acid rv?action; ac r no charig e in reaction; ^ = reversion to neutrj 

IC-
)se Sucrose 
Melezi-
tose Pectin Starch Inulin 
Escu-
lin 
Sali-
cin 
Gly­
cerol 
Diilci-
tol 
iiisn-
nitol 
al al al al cil si al &1 al al 
si EL 8L al E1 n AX 3L al ?.l NL 
; ac ac ac nc ac sc ac ac 8 C ac 
AE £C ac nc ac ac ac EC 9C sc 
; ac cc •"':C nc ac ciC ac al fd £l 
; ac dC sc nc ac ac fiC ac ac ac 
; riC 5 C ac ac C.  C  ac 
-/}• CI C  X ac ac • ;C 
al al al al C.L fii TO. J_ Ci J .  ol al 
3 ac nc ac nc nc nc nc nc nc nc 
in reaction; ^ = reversion to neutrality 
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assumec that nutrient broth. Fas used as a basal inediuu;. The 
present results Tvitb. Xaithoaonas camoestris shov-f that It does 
not 'iroduce acid from any of the carbohydrates tested. This 
discrepancy might bo due to variations in strains as far as 
acid production froK cerbohydratss is concerned. 
All the four species of Corynebacterium oroduced acid from 
oost of the carbon compounds except the peatoseK -;nd starch. The 
only exception was C. sepedonicurr. which did not produce any 
acid from maltos-? and gave a distinct alkaline reaction v.lth 
glycerol, [riannitol and dulcitol. 
Bacterium stewartii produced acid from all the substances 
tested and further used up the acid Droduced. 
Er?.'lnia tracheiphila produced acid from the pentoses, 
hexoses, disaccharides, trisaccharides and pectin but not from 
any of the other corripounds. 
Since Xanthomonas caaDestris. X, lespedezae. Pseudoirionas 
solsnacearuffl and Bacterium stewartii did not .Troduce any acid 
from any of the carbon coiapounds in a peotone basal medium, 
it v/as thought necessary to USH an inroganic basal !;iediura to 
study the utilization of carbon compounds by these species. 
The isediuin used vfas a modification of i\yers, Ruop and Johnson's 
(1919) rGediura and consisted of: 
("'4)2 1.0 gm. 
KCl 0.2 gm 
agSO^^ - 7H20 0.2 grn. 
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CaCl^ 0.2 gm. 
Agar 15.0 gm 
Water 1.0 litre 
Carbon compound 10. gm. 
The calcium chloride was dissolved separately and added 
to the bulk of the oiedium to prevent precipitation of calcium 
ohosphate. Brom-thymol-blue was used as an indicator at the 
rate 3 ccs. of 1.6 per cent alcoholic solution per litre of 
the niedium. In addition to all the carbon, compounds used pre-
viouslyj, formic, acetic, lactic, citric, tartaric, salicylic, 
oxalic and bensoic acids and ethyl alcohol were also tested. 
In the case of the organic acids, the reaction of the medium 
was readjusted with 0.1 U JJaOH after addition of the acids. 
Ethyl alcohol was added to the sterile, cooled mediuin just 
prior to Douring plates. In every case, the various strains 
of the same species were inoculated in the same plate which 
m.s divided into quadrants. Transfers were made ivith a 
standard platinum loop, froir; yoirag broth cultures. The 
plates ?;ere incubated at 25° C. and observations v^ere made at 
the end of 5 and 15 days. Growth was recorded as negative 
only when it was not evident after 15 days. All isolates that 
grev,' were retested on the same medium. 
As the only source of energy in every case ws the 
particular carbon compound added to the basal itedium, utili­
zation of the carbon source v/as evidenced by growth of the 
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organisms. The change in the reaction of the medium aecoin-
;p>:.nying grorth Tfiis disregarded as an scid cojld result from 
the pmmoniuin phosnbate. The pfisnlts are recorded, in tfble 8. 
Ths results show the.t the two species of X5.nthomon'.'s can 
utilise a large number of carbon oorr.rounds and are very niich 
dike In this respect except that lesnedezae cavinot utilise 
iSfnnitol. Of the organic scids tested, only --cetic and citric 
CEii supoort grov'th of thepe t-^o species. 
Pseudomonas solanecearum on the other hand can utilise 
a very limited number of c.^-rbon sources. It differs from the 
lanthomons? species in its inability to utilize xylose, 
maltose, lactose, rnele:'ito$a, starch, esculin, and ccetic acid 
hut it ccji utilize glycerol. 
Bacterium stewartii assumes an intermediate position 
hetveei: the tv/o genera Xanthomonas and Pseudoinonas in respect 
of its ability to utilise carbon compounds. It differs froai 
both of theui in thct it utilises arabinose, and does not 
utilize cellobiose and citric acid. It resenibles the t?;o 
};antboraonas s-necies on one hand in its ability to utilise 
7 •• 
maltose and resembles Pseudoriionas scionscaaruK in its aoility 
to utilize xylose, melezitose, starch and acetic acid. Further, 
it utilises glycerol, es also can Pseudomonas solanaceararn. 
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Tsble 8. Utili?;ation of carton cofivoound.s ernoloying 
ammonium rihosohate as source of nitrogen. 
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Utllization of Organic Nitrogen and its 
Relation to Pathogenicity 
It has teen pointed out previously that the species of 
Corynebacterium under study failed to groi?^ in synthetic medif; 
coiitaiaing "ootasjiiis nitrate or asparagin as the source jf 
nitrogen. These species evidently require a coaplsx organic 
source of nitrogen. Very little ?/ork has yet been done on 
this phase of the plant pathogenic bacteria. 
The results on reduction of nitrate sho?; that only Fseudo-
monas solanacearam can reduce nitrates to nitrites ?;hile the 
rest of the species of v.llt bacteria do not have this ability. 
Fro ' n  the species that do not reduce nitrates to nitrites, 
lanthojTionas camoestris. X. lesnedezae. and Bacterium ste\^^£rtil 
can, hovever, grow on an inorganic nitrogen Biedium, but the 
Coryriebacteria cannot. 
Mushin (1938) studied the food requirements of Pseudo-
monas solanacearuBi and Corynebacteriugi michiganensis. both 
affecting tomato. She grew these tT;0 species on synthetic 
media containing different sources of carbon and nitrogen that 
are likely to be found in the xylem and phloem of host plants 
and found that asparagin, peptonic, tyrosine and glutamic acid 
serve both as a source of carbon and nitrogen for Pseudorrionas 
solanaceanun. Corynebacterium miehiganensis, on the 
other hand, could only grow on a medium containing peptone as 
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a source of carbon and nitrogen. Stapp (1930) found that 
only some proteins and aaino acids can serve as a sourc^v of 
carbon and nitrogen for Corynebacteriiim michlFanensis. The 
nitrogen requirements of the other ?/ilt-bacteria have not 
been vorked out. 
In the present study the organisHis were grown on a bas;-
inorganic •riedium to which various organic nitrogen compounds 
(mainly a-mino acids) were added as a source of carbon and 
nitrogen. In one series, the nitrogen coranound alone served 
as source of carbon and nitrogen, and in another series of 
cultures, one per cent dextrose ^vas added as a source of 
carbon. The basal medium T/as the sairie as that used by Mushi 
(1938) and consisted of; 
K2HP0^ 3.1 gnu 
KH2PO4 0.8 gm. 
KCl 0.2 gm. 
MgSO^ 0.2 gm. 
l^'ater 1 litre 
In the preliminary experiments, the medium vras used as 
a solid inedium by addition of 1,5 per cent Tfrashed, purified 
agar. The pH of the inediuin was adjusted to neutrality to 
broin-thyiiiol-blue, which was incorporated in the medium at 
the rate of 1 cc, of a 1,6 per cent alcoholic solution to 
a litre. The amino acids used were glycine, ^-alanine, 
1-lericine, 1-tyrosine, 1-tryptophane, 1-cystine, d-lyslne, 
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d-srginin':, 1-s spar tic acid, d-glutsicic acid, creatine, 
creatini • e, and d-l-isoieucine. In addition, to these air-lno 
ac id? ,  cho l ine ,  pa raa i i ino  benzo ic  ac id  R H CI sa rcos ine  veve 
also tested. la each case 0.2 ^er cent of the test substance 
vaf: used, e: cept tryptophane and erginine, where only O.i 
por cent "as used. ?rote:>se p-otone constituted the check. 
The reaction of the /nedium was lowered in so;. ';e cases after 
the ^mino -vcids ?;(;-re added and was readjusted nvith 0.1 3 
NaOH. Cystiae was dissolved in Gilute hydrochloric acid 
before addition to the raedium. 
Plates were poured in each case and divided, into eight 
sections on t?!.e bottom •p/ith a glass irn;ricing yeacil. Each 
sector inoculated with one of the eight organisas -inder 
study; ?:rv,-lnia trac.h.einhilK u^as not included. Broth cultures 
fere used for inoculations if/ith a straight needle. The 
isolates used v/ere of proved pathogenicity. The plates were 
incubated at 25'^ C. and observstions were made at tne end 
of a week. 
"/henever growth ^as obtained, the results ^ere confirsied 
by reinoculntion in tubes of a liquid mediam of the sane 
consDosition, using a serial transfer technique. A tube of 
the inediua under test v'os lightly inoculated and incubated 
for r- vieek. At the end of this period, this tube w£s used 
to inoculate --nother tube of the saine Piediuiri and an agar 
slant. Growth was recorded as positive if the organism 
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Tat'le 9. Utilisation, of orgaaic nitrogea vdth and 
^dthoiit dextro se as source 01 cs rbon. 
Xsjithoaionas VantiKX'nonas Psetidonions s Bacterium 
cainoestris lesoed.e.2ae sola nacearura stewartii 
with witb- ' 'ith with- with >n th­ ivith vdth-
Source of dex- out dex- out dex­ ou t dex- out 
nitrogen tross dex. trose de.x. trose ! dex. trose dex. 
Glycine - •f 4 _ 4 
f3-alanine - - 4 4 4 
Lei) cine 4 1 4 - 4 
fcnl i - - i 
Tyrosine 4 4 4 4 4 
Tryoto'oliane + 4 4 - 4 
Cystine f t f •t - + 
Lysine + i * T - f 
.Arf^inine - - 4 - 4 
Asnartic scid f -f + + 4 + 
Glata:r;ic scid •f 4 •f + + 4 + 4 
Creatine f i t - -
Crestinine •f 4 4 - 4 
Choline 4 ~ - 4 
Para-amino-
benzoic acid - - - - - + 
Sarcosine 4 - - 4 
Proteose 
peptone (check) 4. -1. 4 + 4 4 4 4 

Co ry n e ba c t  e r i urn Coryneba cteriu'.n, Co ryne ba c t erluiii Gorynebacterium 
flaccumfaclens mlchlganensis Insidlosuro seoedoniciffli 
with without t 'ith without vrith vdthout v.ith ^vithoiit 
dey- dex- dex- de?.- dex- tie?:- dex- de?-
trose trovse trose trose trose trose trose trose 
+  —  4 ' "  —  —  
V 
+ - "?• - - - -
4- 4 - - - - -
+ - + - + - + -
- - - ^ 
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could tie cultivated on the third successive agar slant. The 
results are given in tal)le 9. 
Of all the organissiF under study, Bacterium stevfartii 
ip.ade toe ;":Ost orofuse gro-c^th. on raedia caataining dextrose. 
The tvio species on Xanthomonas also gre^^' v/ell on these r  edia 
but not as v.ell as the Stev.'art 's ^=;ilt organisrn. 
The results show that the saecies of Corynehacteriura are 
very inactive in utilization of organic nitrogen; C. Insidiosarri 
the ."lost inactive in t'-iis group of organisms. None of 
these org:;nis:::s could utilize the substances tested as sole 
source of carbon and nitrogen. 
Of all the substances, glutarjiic acid, in the presence of 
dextrose, supoorted growth of all the species. Without any 
addition of dextrose, it supported grovrth of the Xantho-iionas 
sn-cles, Pseudoinonas solanaceararo, and gacteriuni ste^rartii. 
vSoiiie striking differences vrere shoYm by the species of Jarithonionas; 
1' ca'"oe$trig could utilize cystine, lysine and aspartic acid 
as sole sources of carbon and riitrogen v.'hile X. lesoedezae could 
not. 
Pseudomonas solanacearum could utilize alanine, tyrosine, 
and aspartic as sole sources of carbon and nitrogen. 
These results may have a nositive correlation vith the 
pathogenesis and host range of the organisms. 
Vvhen this work was being carried out, souie tofuato nlants 
inoculated v"ith different strains of Coryiiebacteriun: inichlranen-
sis I'^ere available. Of the Jitrains under test, tro strf'ins 
sivoved, considerable differences in their virulence. One 
of the strains, CI I-6, was very weakly virulent anh procuced 
only f few necrotic cankers on the plants, vhich never v/ilted. 
The other strain, 7.433, t»8s quite virulent and •-roduced 
characteristic leaf syacptows on inocuJ.ated plants, 75 per cent 
of rhicli. v;iited in one month. Since these tv.-o strains^ sho^red 
differences in virulence a study of their nitrogen utilisation 
•piiE undertaken. Isols-.tions T?ere made from diseased plants 
end ten single colony cultures v/ere made frorii a strain Cy-6 
find four from strain 7433. 
All these 14 strains vvere identical in their morphologi­
cal and physiological characters, i ' .ll viere Grsm positive 
rods, yelloT? colored, produced hydrogen sulphide, snd coagul?ted 
milk v?tthout peptonization. Further, all produced acid from 
copmon carbohydrates. 
In order to find out whether these strains differed in 
their ability to utilise organic nitrogen, they ?iere grovn 
on 3 synthetic Riedium to v?hicl'i were added organic nitrogen 
coffiDounris Tilth and vlthout dextrose. Tlie basal inedium and 
nitrogen cornpounds were the same as used lireviously and the 
technique was essentially the sariie. 
On the media containing the organic nitrogen compounds 
as the sole source of carbon and nitrogen, the 10 isolates 
of strain Ciil-6 did not make any grov/th. The four isolates 
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of strain 7433, on the other hand grew in one v'eek on ruedia 
contnininK as'oartic acid and glutamic scid as sole sources 
of earhon and riitrogGn. These results were confirrned on 
liquid media of the same cooiposition tx- the serial tr?~nsf'er 
techniciue. 
Ill another series, the isolates tvere groTO on ••iedirt 
containing the saae nitrogen sonrces as before but one per 
cent dextrose wis added as a source of carbon to the basal 
niediuiii. The resnlts of this test are recorded in table 10. 
In order to find out whether the various i:?olates 
differed in their pathogenicity to tomato plants, inocui-rciuas 
v;ere made on young toiasto seedlings. Tv:o series of inociila-
tions \"ere made. In one series, seedlings about tv^o v^eeks 
old vvere inoculated b;/ pricking; the cotyledons and the stem 
with a flamed needle carrying a small aaount, of bacterial 
culture. Four plants T^ere inoculated with each isolate. 
Similar seedlings pricked vdth a sterile needle provided a 
check. The -lots containing the tomato seedlings u'ere kept 
on a greenhouse bench where the raeaji air temperature was 
about 85° ~ 90° F. 
One week after inoculation, •:l3nts inoculated rith 
isolates 11, 12, 13 and 14 sliowed typical syin-^toJus of the 
disease. Most of the inoculated plants shOT/ed drooping and 
wilting of leaves and v.iiite, cankerous are-cis on the sterns 
around ooints of inoculation, ydiich exter^ded above and belovv 
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Table 10. UtilizatioTi of organic nitrogen y'ith 
dextrose as source of carbon by isolates 
of Corynebacteriiim i";.iclai£.i 'non;-is. 
Eortrce of Strain Isolates Strain I sol? tss 
nitrogen CK-6 1 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 7433 li 12 13 u 
Glycine - - - - - - - - - 4 - 4 4 
/3~f} lanine X ~ 4 4 4 4 
Leucine 4 4 4 - - 4 
Isolencine - - - - - - - - 4 4 4 4 
Tyrosine 
- -  -  —  - 4 4 4 4 -
Tryptophane - - - - - - - - - - - - _ 
Cy stine 4 4 4 4 4 4 
Lysine - - - - - - - - 4 4 4 4 -
Art:inine - - - - - - - - 4 - - - -
Aspartic acid 4  + 4  +  - f 4 4 - f  +  + 4 4 4 4 
Glritamic acid +  +  +  +  +  +  +  4 i  4  4  4  4 4  
Creatine - - - - - - - - - 4  4  4  -
Creatinine - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Choline - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Para-ar^lno-
l)en?oic acid - - - - - - - - - • - - - -
Sarcosine - - - - - - - - - - 4 4 4  
Proteose 
neotone (Check) +  t  +  f  +  +  t  -I- 4 4 4  4  
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the sites of inoculations. In one month, 2-3 plants in each 
hau ivilted. .At the si-re ti '^e^ nlr-nts inoculated. v\'itb. the 
isolates of CM~6 showed only ?i l ittle stunting but no wilt. 
In another series, seedlings about three weeks old v.ere 
Inoculated with each of the isolates and si so with the parent 
strslns. Inoculations were made by cutting o.fi tiie tops of 
the seedlings with g flamed scalpel ami apolying inoculum to 
the cat end, as recommended by Ark (1944) • . ' .deQuate checlcs 
consisted of plarjts cut in n siailar manner but uninocu^-c.ted 
vdth the bacteriE. 
In four duvB after iiaoculctions ^frere nade, ?! i iaiority 
of the nlants inoculated vath isolates 11, 12, 13 and 14 shov-'ed 
characteristic wilting of leaves, which started at the tips. 
None of the other Isolates produced any syraotoms on inoculated 
olants. After one month, 50 to 70 per cent of the plants 
inoculated vlth isolates 11, 12, 13 and 14 had ?/ilted whereas 
those in the other series sho?,'ed only stunting but no deaths. 
These r-esvilts indicate a correlation between the virulence 
and .ability to utilise amino acids as source of nitrogen and/or 
carbon as fer as Corvnebacterium aichig?;nensis is concerned. 
This species is knovm to be extremely variable; yellovr, pink 
and Fhite strains have been described (Bryan, 1931) and color 
is shovai to be associeted v<ith virulence. Ark (1946) obtsined 
a white mutant of Co ryne bac terluiTj michigrnensis by treating 
the yellov; parent strain with acenapfnene. The mutant v.^as 
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TTiore virulent than the parent strain but othen'/ise like it in 
morohology and physiology. In the light of results of the 
present, it seems th^t the mutant might he expected to hehave 
differently in respect to a:r.ino acid utili?ation. 
Baeteriiiffl steyartii is another vdlt pathogen which shO',?s 
veriations in virulence and it would be ^orthvjhile to find 
out v/hether these variationr; are associated vlth aEiino acid 
utilis&tioi:i. Mci'iew (193S) E".ade a start in this direction 
hut used only nitrates. He found virulent cultures of 
B a c t e r i u m  s t e w a r t l i  t h a t  c o u l d  r e d u c e  n i t r a t e s  E n c .  h e  v t s  
also able to show that when slightly virulent cultures T/ere 
restored to virulence by hosit passage, they had acquired the 
ability to utilise inorganic nitrogen. 
It is safe to speculate that similar differences V;ould 
be foun.d in the utilization of amino asids. This ^ould 
provide s nev field of research in tne case u" ohytopatho-iienic 
bacteria and niajr shed light on host specificity and host range. 
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liAWES FOR THE WILT BACTERIA 
As had already been said, the wilt bacteria are a 
taxonoraicslly heterogeneous groun of organisms. According 
to the system of classification used in jBergey's Manual, 
6th edition, these bacteria reoresent five genera in four 
fairdlies of the Fubacteriales, nainely EnteroDacteriaceae 
(riry-'inia tracheiohila), PseudoMionadaceae (Pseudo:!ionas 
aolanacearum and the two species of lanthoip-onas), Cor?/ne-
bacteriaceae (four species of Corynebacterius), and 
Bacteriaceae (Bacterluia stev;artii). Oi' the four families, 
Corynebacteriaceae is well represented by the vsilt bacteria 
(four out of nine species), and some new information regard­
ing this genus (as novj constructed) is available as a result 
of trie present study. As far as the five genera are concerned, 
the oresent work has brougrt out sowe new information and 
confi^ied some characters which are of diagnostic value for 
these five genera, but since only a very fe^v snecies of each 
genus wei'e studied, no generalizations can be made. 
The results of the present ?.'ork sho?; that the wilt-
onducinf': species of Corynebacteriuw are totally different in 
their physiology from members of the other genera Pseudoaonas, 
Xanthomonas, Eacteriuiri, and Erwinia. The Corynebacteria are 
very selective and evidently require complex sources of 
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nitrogen. The results of ejq^erin.ents with the amino ac ids  
sl;.ow that none of these coiiipounds tested csn singly supoort 
the grov;th of any of the species but some of the oatiiogens 
can "atilize a fev/ as sources of nitrogen if dextrose is 
supplied as a source of carbon. Further, the results on 
strains of C. rnichiganensis varying in virulence have shoym 
that nitrogen metabolism may h.sve a bearing on narasitiSK, 
The same can oossibly be true of the other wilt producing 
Coryneb<3.cteri':. All the four species viere, ho?;ever, able 
to grow on oer.itone as the sole source of carbon and nitrogen 
-nd it am therefore be assumed that these organisros require 
soi:;e gro?;tli Droicoting substances such as vitamins in addition 
to Dure amino acids. It v;ould be vrarthwhile to find out 
T'hether different coinbinations of amino acids as sole source 
of carbon and nitrogen would be able to support gro?rth of 
these selective species. 
The wilt producing aerabers of the genera Pseudomonas, 
XanthoiBonas and Eacterium show very close affinities regarding 
their physiology. All can utilise inorganic nitrogen in the 
form of nitrate or ammonia and can also use glutamic acid 
as sole source of carbon and nitrogen. 
The genus Corynebacteriurri as defined in the 6tl": edition 
of Sergey's Manual contains both rnotile and non-motile foriiis. 
The original Corynebacterium of Lehmann and Neuinann, 1396, v^as 
based to include only non-motile forms. Conn and Dirnmick (1947) 
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have severely criticized the inclusion of C. flaccumfaciens 
in that genus, as it is motile. It y-'ould appear that these 
authors put nvore stress on n^orphology as s character for 
demarcation of genera and do not consider the close physiological 
affinities of orgenisms slightly different in morphology. 
They are of the opinion that the inclusion of C, ir:Ichit^uinensis 
in the genus is perhaps justified since this organisrn is 
non-motile, grfirn positive, sho^vs tendency to branchiiig, and 
does not liquefy gelatin. It is of IntsiTestto note that in 
the oresent rork, three of the four cultures of this s.necies, 
including the type culture, did licpiefy gelatin hoth in a 
nutrient gelatin iriedium and on Frasier's gelatin. Corynebsc-
terium flsccumfaciens has the same characters except that it 
is ?Dotile. It further has the same liitrogen metabolisffi as 
the rest of the wilt-producing species of CorynebacteriuiT,. 
It is felt that there is justification in including C. flaccuia-
faciens in that genus. Further, it is highly doubtful whether 
flagella are the true ineans of locomotion or are merely 
appendages of the bacterial cell. Pijoer (1947) studied the 
motility of several species by using rn.ethylcellulose and cace 
to the conclusion that motility of bacteria is not dependent 
on the so crdled "flagella" but is a function of the bacterial 
cell itself. He also shovred that very laotile bacteria need 
not exhibit any "flagella". Their development depends upon 
the production of a good slime layer and he suggested the 
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term "oolysaccharide twirls" to replace the term "flagella". 
In the light of these results, the terms "niotile" and."non-
rnotlle", based on the presence or absence of flagella, lost-, 
their significance. Conn and Dimffiick (1947) seem to have 
overlooked this. 
The only species of ?,llt-bacteria that has no definite 
tsjonoKiic position at :7resent is the Stewart's vdlt pathogen, 
Bacteriuai stewartii. E. F, Siiiith (1905) placed it in his 
ne^^• germs A,planobacter along vdth some other non-raotile soecies 
and cited the anthrax bacillus (a sporeformer) as the type of 
the genus. Ee stated that "for the present non-ST)orifer )us 
forms resembling Aolanobacter anthracis are also included in 
this genus, but if it shall be decided, later on, that the 
difference betv^een sporiferous and non-sporifercus forms is 
of generic signific;:!nce, then the latter may be excluded." 
Si.ice the name Bacillus was later reserved for the sporeforraers, 
Smith's Aplanobacter naturally became a synonyiri. Moreover, 
according to his ov;n statement, the non-sporulating plant 
Dsthogens vjould have been excluded fro Aplanobacter even 
i f  t h a t  g e n u s  h a d  b e c o r i e  e s t a b l i s h e d .  B e r g e y , ( 1 9 3 9 )  
put the Stewart's wilt organism in their Phytonionas, in 
Anpendix II to that genus along T.vitli the gallforiTiers and other 
vrilt oroducers. Dowson (1939) placed it in his new genus 
Zantho'^'-onas but later excluded in from it (Dov^son, 1943). 
Starr and Weisr. (1943) I'ound that it could grow on their 
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S3Tith9tic asparagln sediuiii, while soecles of Xcnthoiiionas could 
not. Starr and Eurkholder (1942) found that it v/as not lypolytic 
v'hile species of Jiar-thofflonas were. They reconiraended that the 
name Phytomonas stev/artii be temporarily retained for it. In 
the new 6th edition of Bergey's Manual, it appears as Bacterium 
stevfartli follo?ing the recoraraendation of Breed and Conn (1936) 
"that Bacterium be accepted as a temporary generic terni 71th 
an admittedly unrecognisable tyoe species, BacteriuEi triloculare 
Fhrenberg, to include those .soecies of nonsooreforming, rod-
shaped, fiiotile or nonmotile bacteria whose relationships to 
other bacteria are not clear". 
The morphological and physiological characters of Bacterluiii 
stewartii clearly shov? that it is related to Xanthoiuonas on 
one hand and Pseudomonas on the other. It resembles Xanthoraonas 
in its yelloT/ color and gum-production, a.nd resembles Pseudo­
monas by its ability to utilize asoaragin as sole source of 
carbon and nitrogen and lipolytic activity. It resembles 
/nerabers of both the genera in that it can utilize inorganic 
nitrogen. It is thus evident that Bacterium stewartii belongs 
in the Pseudornonadaceae. It differs from Pseudomonas and 
XanthoFionas more than it reserables them. Disregarding the 
character of motility for the present, it differs from Xan-
thomonas species in that it does not liquefy gelatin, does not 
hydrolyze starch, and does not peptonir.e milk. It also differs 
from species of Pseudomonas by its inability to produce 
a green-iluorescent pigmsnt, and non-production of alkali 
in litmus milk. Its affinities to Pseuciorfionas are r:.ore 
marked than to Xpnthomonas. 
Utilif.ation of carton sources reveals still sore differ­
ences. Eacteriun) stewartii produces acid from most sugars 
in s. peotone basal inediurn. In an inorganic basal rfiedium, it 
can utilize arabinose whereas the snecies of i>!rithor::onas and 
Pseudoirionas studied cannotj it is further characterized by 
its inability to utilize cellobiose and citric acid. These 
charactcrs ar(^, ho^'everj of secondary i^uportance. 
P.B regards utilization of amino acids as source of 
M-itrogen in presence of dextrose, Bacteriuja stev/artii can 
utilize a very large number of these substances. It T^as 
the only species that could utilize para-aniino-bensoic acid 
and sarcosine. 
Burkholder (1930) suggested that 'iiost of the yellov.', inotile, 
plant n^thogens (no\v in Xanthornonas) be placed in the genus 
Flavobacterium in the Bacteriaceae (nou/ in the Achroaobacteri-
aceaej Bergey's '^mual, 6th ed.). This genus is a heterogeneoas 
mass of graB positive and gram negative, motile and nonsotile, 
yelloTp; to orange, soil and -vvater bacteria. The chief generic 
character is "feeble pov'/ers of attac'idng carbohydrates^ occasion­
ally forming acid from hexoses, but no gas". This genus, in 
the 5th edition of Bergey's i/ianual, contains species divided 
into three groups on motility. Tv/enty-three species are rnotile, 
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nine are ffiotile but the location of flagella is not recorded, 
s.nd the remaining 26 are non-rriotile. An examination of the 
descriptions shows that most of theTii are very incomplete. 
Of the 26 non-r:;otile species, four (including one gram positive 
one) are reported as producing acid from dextrose and one .oro-
ducing acid and gas. Most of them liquefy gelatin hut do not 
form indole. Litmus milk reactions are variable. If the 
Stewart's ullt organism has to be included in this genus, 
then the genus v;ill have to be e:nended since its character is 
thp feeble novvers of attacking carbohyd''\at6s. It is interest­
ing to note that this genus has nor/ been transferred to a 
new faraily, Achroinobacteriaceae, rith Achron]obacter, a non-
;)igriiented genus as the type. Bacteriaceae now con.tains only 
one genus, Bacterluni, with six sub-genera. 
It is felt that the Stevvart's wilt organism deserves to 
be nlaced in a nevv genus in the Pseudornonadaceae. Hovvever, 
a large number of isolates v-ill have to be examined before 
definite recommendations are made. The Stewart's vdlt organism 
is a variable species as regards virulence and cultural charac­
ters (ivanoff, ^ 1938) and any future v.'ork should be 
directed towards a study of all the variants that could be 
had. The r^resent study dealt vith only five isolates and 
the author is not 'irepared to tnake any definite recoiDmenda-
tions regarding the taxonomic oosition of this organism on 
the evidence at his disposal. 
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liOST EELATIOMS OF TBK WILT EACTBPIA 
An atteiiipt has been ^lade in the follovdng tsble to sum-
raarize informntion regarding the pathogenesis of the organisms 
uiider study; this information has been conipilea iroL'i the 6:<ist-
ing literature on the subject. 
Table 11. Comparative p,-thogenesis of nine bac­
terial wilt organisi'is. 
iode of Host sode of 
Coninion host tissue oeroetua-
Organism host inva sioTi inva ded tion 
Xanthomona $ 
caKoestris 
Xanthorions 5 
les'jedezae 
Corynebact feriura 
f la ccurr.f scions 
Co r yn e ba c t e r lum 
mlchiganensls 
Corynebacteriuro 
seoedonicun 
Co ryn e ba c t e r iuai 
insldiosum 
Bacterium 
stewartii 
hydathodes, 
crucifers r/ounds, 
annual 
stomata-.'^ 
v;ound s, 
lespedezas stomata 
cofflu'ion 
bean 
tenia to 
potato 
alfalfc 
sweet 
corn 
?.'ound3 
I'^ounds^ 
stomata 
vwonds, 
roottips 
wounds 
Tfounds, 
hydathodes 
n seuaomonas 
solanacearum 
members of ^sounds 
o'jls.nac ss.e 
xylem on seed; in 
soil 
xyleffl in or on 
seed 
>cylen! in seed 
phloen on seed 
xylem in seed tubers 
xylern. 
xyler. 
on seed; in 
soil 
on seed; in 
soil; in insects 
xvleiii in soil 
Er^vinia cueuKber wounds 
tracheiphila 
xylera in cucumber 
beetles 
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Invasion through YJounds 
An examination of table 11 shows that the most eoraraon 
wethod of host invasion is through T-oimds, although sorae of 
the pathogens are able to invade tne host through nntural 
openings such as hydathodes and stomata. 
The tyne of \vounds is diverse. They aay be caused 
naturally during the growth of the plant as when the cotyledons 
unfold or nev roots arise. Some species of v;ilt bacteria 
like Corynebacterlum michiganensis and C. flaccumfsciens. 
v/hich are seed-Dorne, gain entrance to their hosts through 
wounds on the cotyledons or young leaves. Root affecting 
insects cause injuries on the roots of members of the Solan-
aceae and sv/eet corn, through which Pseudomonas solanacearurri 
and Sacteriuia steyartii gain entrance respectively. The 
cucumber beetle, which feeds on leaves, is responsible for 
transmitting Erwinla tracheiphlla. Wounds caused during 
transplanting and "topping" toriiatoes provide a means of 
entry for Cor?/riebacteriuic rnichiganensis. 
Of the nine species of mlt-bacteria under study, three 
pathogens, namely Corynebacteriuffl flaccumfaclens. C. insidio-
suic and Pseudofflonas solan&ceanm have not been shovm yet to 
invade their host in any other manner than through wounds. 
Of these three, the two species of Corynebacteriura are carried 
on the seed and invade the young seedlings through wounds on 
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the cotyledons or on roots. Pseudoponas solsnacearum seems 
to be trie only species that persists mainly in the soil, 
and Invades its hosts through if;ounds on roots. 
Invasion through Stomata and iiydathodes 
Of the nine species of wilt bacteria under study, the 
only nathogen that normally invades the host through natural 
openings is Is nthornonas caaoestris. This organisi?; enters 
the cabbage "lant through hydathodes that are situated on 
the leaf raargins at the termination of veins. S/sith (1911) 
records invasion of maize by Bacterium ste^^artii through 
hydathodes but this is not the nomal phenomenon in Ste?,'art 's 
wilt. 
Stomatal invasion has been reported in the case of 
Xsnthoixonas campestrls. X. lespedezae, and Corynebacterium 
michiganensls. Drechsler (1919) obtained stomatal invasion 
of cotyledons of c&l)bage seedlings by the "black-rot" nathogen 
but true leaves could not be infected in a like manner. Ayers, 
Lefebvre and Johnson (1939) obtained stouiatal infection of 
lespedeza seedlings by "anthoiTionas lespedezae but only mmn 
the seedlings were very young v-;ith only the priniary leaves 
exnosed. Bryan (1930) reported leaf infection on tomato by 
C0rynebacterium niichiganensis but the resulting lesions 
reirained very inconspicuous and did not enlarge. In her 
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ezperiments, infection occasionelly reached the vascular 
sj'stein froir; infectcc .areas lylrig over the very large bundles 
of vesFGls on the extreme leaf margins. 
Infection of uotjjto by Corynebacteriurc sepedoniciai through 
unwoimded root tips hes recently been reported by Tyner (1946) 
in greenhouse eixpeTir/ients. Liov-:ever, he employed large aniounts 
of inocula, not comparable to conditions prevailing in nature 
and this type of infection, according to bin-., does not nor­
mally occur in the field. 
It seems, therefore that Xanthon'onas earp-oestris is the 
only v.iit pathogen, that is able to invade the host and spread 
in it as a result of entrance through natural openings, 
hydathcdes in this esse, but not tiirough stomata. The 
lespedeza ydlt organisir; can invade its host through storoata 
but in very young seedlings only. It v'as thought rorthrhile, 
therefore, to find out why stoii:atal invasion is not a common 
^heno^Jenon in cabbage and lesnedeza v.llts. 
The reasons v.hy stomatal invasion canaot occur have not 
been investigated but one of the factors could be the nature 
of the leaf surface, esoecislly in cabbage. Cabbage leaves 
are covered with a thick coating of wax and do not allov,' the 
formation of a film of water on the leaf surface, v,hich is 
es-ential for bacterial invasion through stomata. Anderson 
and Henry (1946); v^orking v'ith Piricularia oryzae, found that 
use of sodium oleate as a surface tension depressant and 
gelatin as an adhesive incorporated in a water suspension of 
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spores of the fungus geve higher amounts of leaf infection 
on rice than a suspension made in plain water alone. The 
most effective coiiibination of the chenilcals for Piricularia 
oryzae was 0.05 per cent soldiuni oleate and 0.25 per cent 
gelatin. 
The same technique v/c.s used in the present experin}ents. 
Fiowever, it was necewssary to determine the liraiting concen­
trations of the chefflic;.;ls v^hich would not be to::ic to the 
bacteria and at t'ae same time be high enough to be effective 
on cabbage and lespedeza leaves. 
One per cent stock solutions of sodiuro oleate ana gelatin 
were therefore preptred and dilutions ranging from 0.01 to 0.05 
uer cent sodiuGi oleate in 0,25 gelatin in water 7:ere ir.ade. Tost 
tubes v/ere filled v-ith each of the dilutions, sterilised and 
inoculated lightly vith lanthoaonas cainpestrls and X. lesoedesae. 
Duplicate tubes v;ere inoculated in each case. Distilled ivater 
served as check. The viability of each organism in the 
various concentrations of sodium oleate was determined by 
waking t ransfers  to  agar  s lants  a t  the end of  12,  36,  and 72 
hours. The tubes were vigorously shaken before mailing transfers, 
to distribute the organisms evenly in the liquid. Fnenever 
grovith occurred on the agar slants, it A'^as taken as ,:roof of 
viability of the bacteria in the particular solution at the 
end of a oarticular oeriod of incubation. 
Table 12 shows the results of thifj experiment. 
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Table 12. Effect of concentrations of s;odium oleate 
on viability. 
Viability after hours 
12 72 
Composition: 
of test 
solution :J. cam-:X. lesoe-:X. cam-;X. lesre-:!. c a m - l e s ' o e  
:Destris:clezae :oestris: de?,ae :r.iestri£: desae 
36 
0 . 2 5 %  gela­
tin + 0.01> 
sod. ole. 
0.25'^ gela­
tin 4 0.02^^ 
sod. ole. 
0.25'^' gela­
t in  4- 0.03% 
sod. ole. 
0.25^ gexs-
tin 4 0.04?^ 
sod, ole. 
,0.25/- gela­
tin + 0.05;?: 
sod. ole. 
0.25^' gela­
tin clone 
Water alone 
+ 
4 
+ 
+ 
-?• + 
4 + 
+ 
4 
4 
4 
The results show that both the species can withstand a 
concentration of 0.05 per cent sodium oleate in 0.25 per cent 
gelatin for 72 hours. In order to confirin these results, 
nutrient-dextrose-broth containing 0,05 per cent sodiura oleate 
oreoared and tubes of this raedium were inoculated v/ith 
yanthonionas caffi:oestris and X. lesoedeaae. Both the species 
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grevv on the medram as slioisn by the turbidity produced. 
ioung cabbage seedlings, v/ith four leaves each, and 
lespedez-a seedlings about three v,ieeics old were next inocu­
lated by spraying suspensions of Xonthorionas camoestris and 
X. lesoedezae respectively, made up in sterile \vs.ter con­
taining 0.25 per cent gelatin ana 0,01, 0.03, and 0.05 per 
cent soc'iua oleate. The plants were incubated in g moist 
chetriber for 72 hours before and after inoculation. Eight 
plants of csbbage and twenty of lesuede?.a were Inoculated with 
each treatment. Checks ¥:ere inoculeted Ydth a \fater suspen­
sion of bacteria, The plants Vvere exposed to invasion by 
bacterig. by spraying the suspension, in every case, with 
pn atoinizer and both sides of the leaves were inoculated. 
It \vas observed in the course of iaoculations that the sus­
pensions containing sodiurfi oleate 0,03 and 0.06 per cent 
spread evenly on the leaf surface both in cabbage ^-nd lesne-
deza. V/ster suspensions, on the other hand, accuinulated 
in drops on the leaves and ran off. It was further observed 
that the cotyledons in both cabbage and lespedeea v/ere con­
siderably less waxy than the leaves and even a water suspen­
sion formed very good films on them. This iriight be respon­
sible for the fact that cotyledons can be readily infected by 
sprr;ying a suspension of bacteria on theni (.Drechsler, 1919). 
Five days after the plants were sprayed with bacterial 
suspensions, tvo plants of cabbage where 0.03 per cent sodiiun 
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oleate i;&s used shov/ed syniDtosTiS of sto^^^tal Infection, This 
was evidenced by the "leaf-spot" type of lesions occurring on 
leaves awsy from the margins. In hydatliode infection, lesions 
start along the sargins of leaves v:here the bacteria gain 
entrance. All plants =:hOT.'ed )iisrginal infection in ten deys. 
As the necrotic spots enlarged sorjewhat in size, they coalesced 
v-'ith the lesions originating froin the EiarKins of the leaves snd 
tv'o weeks after inoculation, lerge portioi-s of leaves v^-ere 
involved. 
In lesnedpza, seven of the 20 inoculated plants showed 
necrotic S'Kits on leaves in six cays 'jad in t7o I'-'eeKs dII 
these alantfi had if;ilbed. It was also noticed that the coty­
ledons of most of the plants got infected and dropped off. 
Infection v/as not, hoxrevor, evident on the leaves except in 
the seven nlantr- u-hich sho'i 'i 'ed it. 
Isolations were made iron; the necrotic lesions on 
leave.s in both cabbage and lespsdeza and the causal agents 
'. 'fere readily isolated. 
The experimerit \=/as repeated vaith cabbage using only one 
strength of sodium oleate, 0.03 "er cent, since this concen­
tration gave the best result. Plants of three different ages 
v/ere used: tv/o v-'eelcs, one month and two months. Eight plants 
were inoculated in each esse. The various treatments used 
were Vsater alone, 0,03 per cent sodium oleate alone, \"/ater 
susDension of llanthornonas cairiioestris and a suspension made in 
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0.03 per cent sodiiirn oleate. Inoculations aade v/ith an 
atomizer and the plants Fere incubated in a moist chamber for 
72 hours before and after inoculations. 
A vreek a-'ter the nlants were exposed to infection, numerous 
small, yellow le.sions appeared on leaves of ini'ny of the plants 
sprsyec v/ith a suspension of the bacteria wade in 0.03 per cent 
sodium oleate. At the sair^e time, niarglhel infection of the 
leaves through the hydathodes v/as also noticed. The lesions 
were less on leaves of younger plants than on those of older 
ones but they enlarged somewhat and coalesced T/ith the lesions 
rapidly spreading lmr»'ards from the margins of rhe leaves. On 
older le/aves, of one and tv.>o month old pl&nts, infection 
spots remained very small, about 1-2 rum. in diameter and con­
tained dead, brown areas at their centers. On these olants, 
hydathode infection T?;as as severe as on younf'^er plants and 
snread rapidly over the shole leaf. 
Plants inoculated with a water suspension of bacteria 
also developed so?ae hydathode infection in every case and 
the development of this infection was as rapid as in the 
case of plants on which sodiiom oleate v/as used. 
Plants sprayed with water alone and vith a 0.03 per 
cent solution of sodiurn oleate did not shoif; any infection 
or injury by sodiiom oleate. 
These results indicate that storaatal infection is possible 
in cabbage and in lespedeza but that the pathogen cannot reach 
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the vascular elenif^nts of the plant in thin ino-irier. This may 
be due to the inability of the organlsH to grow in intercellu­
lar spaces in the leaf just belovv the stomata, ' 'iorcover, 
the bacteria cannot get a direct entrance to the vascular sys­
tem through the stoLiata, while this is possible in the case of 
infection through hydathodes wich are situated at the tenninn-
tion of veins. 
The characteristic syraptom produced on the host by 
roenibers of the genus Xanthornonas is "leaf-spot" and "blight"; 
X. ce.iTipestris una X« lesnecley.ae are the only v^ilt pro;hicers 
in this genus. Other species such as 1. nhaseoli are able to 
invade the vascular systeni of the host plant but the urimary 
symctoni is "bliglit". All the members of the J. caupestris 
group are vi^ry much alike in physiology End cultural charac­
ters and can be differentiated only on basis of their patho­
genicity to ';\-rticul£.r hosts. Why is it then triat the cabbage 
and lesnedesa pethogens should be restricted to the VEsculsr 
systcn: of their hosts? One of the factors Kay be the inability 
of the valt oroducers to attack cell vjalls in the le?.f tis. 'ue. 
Ti"iese 0rg.' ' .ais]r:s have very simple nutritional requirenents and 
it seems doubtful that their inability to grov; in the inter­
cellular spaces is due to lack of proper nutrition. The only 
feasible possibility seems to be the inability of the wilt-
bacteria to elaborate either an emf-^yme or one or wore chemicsls 
that ^ftould break down the cell wall. The fibility of the "soft-
rot" organisms to elaliorate protopectinese has been proved 
(Waldee, 194-5) ,  t.no the chciractoristic symptoiTi produced by 
these b'-cteria is due to the enzyme. The "leaf-spot" and 
"blight" organisms of the genu-s Xanthoinona:; inifht hrve the 
ability to produce some similar enzyme or eheinle;',l, Fhieh is 
possessed Dy tne V''ilt Dccteria. 
Host Tissue Invaded 
The wilt bacteria in all cases cause a vascular necrosis 
of the host primarily, v.'hich results in the wilting of the 
host plant. Xylem is invaded in all cases except by the 
tomato canker organism, Corynetecterium aichigs.nensls ?/hich 
invades the phloem and also comes out on the surface of the 
host causing cankerous patches on the stem. Pseudomonas 
solrnacearum is another exofrple of psrenchymo-vascular organ­
ism. In the case of lespedeza vdlt again, the pathogen comes 
out on the surface of blighted leaves and through cracks in 
stems of plants harboring systesic vascular infection. 
The rest of the T/ilt bacteria, Xanthomonas eanroestris. 
Corynebacteriutn flaccumfaciens. C. sepedonicum. C, In-
sidiosuiii. Ervdnia tracheirjhila. and EacteriuKi stewartii 
strictly invade the xyler/i and never come out on the host 
surface. In ixiost cases the parenchyma surrounding the xylem 
vessels is destroyed after death of the vessels, but whether 
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this results through the escape of bacteria through the uts 
on the vessels or due to the disintegration of the ?jalls of 
the vessels, has never been proved. In any case, the becteri 
firs never occluded in the parenchynia before the vessels ere 
completely filled by them. 
The process of wilting as a result of systemic invasion 
by the bacteria may be sudden or gradual. Sudden editing of 
infected nlants is characteristic of Eri^lnia tracheiphila on 
cucumbers and Pseudofflonas solfanacearuin on £ol£nf;cer?ie. Dis­
eased plants in these cases may collapse suddenly Ydi-hout sho 
ing any outward symptom. Bacterium ste?/artii also causes 
sudden wilting sometimes when young seedlings are affected. 
Leaf sym;:to!riS are exhibited by many of the species of wilt 
bacteria, Tiiese syiTiptorns take the fonn of yellov/ing and 
curling of leaves (soecies of CoiTnebacterium), and eventual 
drying up, blight (XGnthoa.onas lespedesae). or blackening of 
veins accomoanied by yellowing and drying (X. caapestris). 
Leaf stripe is exhibited by Bacterium stewartii. and is a 
characteristic syniptoni of Stev/art's wilt in the early stages 
of the disease. 
The movement of wilt-bacteria inside their host varies 
with the different organisms. In the ease of XanthoEonas 
camnestris and X. lesoedezae, the bacteria gain entrance 
usually through the leaves and after producing symptoras there 
move do?m?,'ards through xylem in the stem. Eacteria have not 
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beeu found in the roots in. Lespedesa vrilt and this is probably 
due to the death of the plant v/hen the aerial part? are killed. 
This is not the case in cabbage, ??here wilting is more gradual. 
In the case of Stewert's 'wilt, the raoveraent of the organ­
ise inside the plant is up\vards in the early stages of the 
disease. This is shomi by the appearance of symptoms in 
leaves above the point of inoculation on the stein in greenhou.'e 
tests. In the later stages of the disease, ?/hen the aerial 
Darts of the olant are killed, the organism is t-dso found in 
the roots of the olant. Root infestation is, of course, 
evident ?/hen infection in the field occurs through the roots. 
In the case of Pseudomonas solanaceararri. infection through 
roots is the rule. The bacteria in this case travel rapidly 
upvjard in the plant and cause severe v.llting. In artificial 
inoculations, the organisrr; can travel both up^^ard and downvtard 
inside the plant. This pathogen can also cause epinasty of 
the petioles, and adventitious root development (Grieve^ 1936). 
The rnoveinent of Erwinia tracheiphila inside the host plant is 
siniilar to that of ?s_. solanacearum. The organism is alvrays 
inoculr-ted into the aerial parts by the bites of cucumber beetles 
and 7,"hen once, inside, the bacteria rapidly travel both upwards 
and doy:inwards in the xylem. 
The Corynebacteria form a group of wilt-bacteria by 
themselves. As far as is known, movement of these organisns 
is generally upwards excexjt in the case of Corynebacterium 
rrilchlggnensis. ^rlc (1944) showed that the best iuethod of 
obtHliilrii;: artificial infectioi] on tone to plants v.lth C. isichl-
;^;aneririK was cutting off t-)e tops of the plants vdth = knife 
laden with bacteria. This method ge.ve higher and acre severe 
infection th?n when the plants were inoculated by means of a 
hypoder?nic syringe. 
Since the o?gs.nism invados thft phloe^n^ it -v^oiiid seem net-
ur&l that direct inoculation of the phlocra by bacteria (as 
done by nutting off the top of t 'le plant ?;ith a contaminate4 
'^nife") would givt severe irifectlfvn, .]'n.ot'ier ch?:.rciCtGristic 
of thi?^ organis?n is pa-^tisl ivilting of infected plants. The 
disease so5>etimes occur?! only on one side of the stea ??hereas 
the other side remains healthy. Bryan (1930) reporte-J that 
roots of tomatoes are soaetiBes invaded by thia orgcnisa;. 
The K0vt3;ent of b^icteria iaside the host is aly^ays upwards 
in the caae of C. seoedonicua and C. iusidiosum, both of Faich 
infect the host through thp root?, etid cut stews. Infection 
of roots is never rvoticed in bean -^ilt caused by C. flaccumfaciens. 
Priinary infection in this case take? place through the germina­
ting seed. The organism then follows an upward path in the 
xylem, finally entering the seed. 
Host Range 
Re vie?: of literature. 
The natural hosts of the vdlt-bacteria are nioetiy 
annusls and comprise raeiribers of the femilies Cruciferae 
(lanthonionas camoestris), Leguiainosae (X. lespedezae. 
Corvriebacteriunj flaccuir.facien3 and _C. inslcilosuin), Solan-
oceae (C. mlchiganensis, C, seoedonlcuin. Psaudoaonas 
solanacearum), Grajsineae (Bacterl'Oifi stewartil), and Cucurbi-
taceae (Erwinla trachelphila). An attempt is made below 
to reviev" the existing literature on the host range of the 
v<ilt,-bacteria» 
};anthoii3onas camnestris. This species was first 
reported by Pair-^iel (1S95) OTI rutabaga, Elliott (1930) 
lists the foliovving hosts of this organism; Brsssica 
arvensis, B. eaaiocistris, B. chinensis. B. napus, i'.. nl£ra, 
B, oleracea acephala. B. oleracea botrytis, E. oleracea 
canitata. B, oleracea caulo-rapa. B. pekinensis. B, raoa. 
Matthiola incana. and Raphanus sativus. The susceptibility 
of stocks (Matthiola incana) to the "black-rot" organism has 
been questionable. It apnears that this organisi!i is 
restricted to the Crucifers. 
lanthoEonas lesoedezae. Ayers, Lefebvre and Jolmson 
(1939) described this species on annual lespedezas (Lespedesa 
stlDulacea and L. striata) in Virginia. Bacterial vrilt Vi'as slso 
observed on perennial species of Lespedeza in the field, but 
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inoculations in the greenhouse shoved that Lesnedeza cagitsta. 
L. daurlca, L. rrutescen^s. L. inochanica. L, procuabens. L. 
sericea and L, virglnica were susceptible. L. daurlca (90355,a 
prostrate form), L. blcolor. L, cyrtobotrya, L. forrnosa. L. 
hirtp, L. latissima. and L. thuiibergii apoeared to be highly 
resistant. The orgc'nisni also able to produce sin-ll 
^lecrotic areas on l8;.:ves of Melilotiis alba inoculated by raeans 
of needle pricks, but no symptoms were produced by the organ­
ism r-hfi-") inoculations vcxe wade on alfalfa, red clover, rhite 
sweet clover, ladino clover, broad bean, two snecies of 
Crotolaria, refugee bean, icudzu, lotus, and eight varieties of 
soy bean. It v-ould s'.ein that this organism is restricted to 
the genus Lespedesa only. 
Gorynebacterium flaccuEifaciens. Hedges (1922) first 
described this organism on coiaffion beans (Phaseolus vulgaris) 
Elliott (1930) records P. yulgaris and P. lunatus iTiacrocarrjus 
as the hosts of this pathogen, and soybeans vfere successfully 
inoculated artificially, ijurkholder (1930) obtained infection 
on Phaseolus lungtus. P. coccineus, ?. angularis, Viptna sinen­
sis. V. sesculnedalis. So .1a max, and Dolichos la blab, but the 
organism failed to produce any syraptoas on Lu'olnus polyphyllus^ 
Pueraria hirsuta, Vici;) faba, Pi sua sa tiviini var. arvense, and 
f-^elllotus alba. 
Corynebacterium michlganensis. ThiB pathogen has received 
considerable atterition in recent years. Sinith (1911) who first 
rfr\_ 
— f 
(•escribed it on to^iato believed it also occurred on the Dotato 
but he had no conclusive evidence to irrove it. Stapri (1930) 
reported artificial infection on Pi sua sativuni .?.riu Phaseolus 
valR'aris but not on Vic la. So jr. hisnida and Pelargoniim 
gonalf. He could not obtain my infection on potato. Orth 
(1937) found oolanuHi huroboldtii ^nd r-runlforfne to be sus-
centible to C. inichig:anensls but Solanum raceoiigeruia and S. 
raceiniflorTJOTi were fairly resistant. J/cKeis (194-1) r^norted 
Il7/oscya;r.us niger as a natural host of this organism. In 
his inoculation expe-riments, Lycoaarriican'. chllensir. !?lcotiana 
Flutinosa and H, nanlculsta vere very susceotible to this 
pathogen and Lycopersic\iTn peruvlanum var. tomstillo. I'Jicotiana 
sylvestrls, K. rusb^d, and _N, lan;;;SGorfil v'ere n^oderately 
susceptible. On the other hand, Lycooersicua neruvianum, 
Pnaseolus vuli-':arip, lucotiana rust lea, N. Quadrivalvis. and 
II* auriculata Y^ere resistant and shoved restricted infection. 
Datura straaoniurv, Pisuis sativiun, Solanum gilo, _S. ireloapena, 
tuberosum, Phytolacca decandra, Nicotiana chinensis. 
tabacugi (six varieties), £. alata. latissiisa, our our ea. 
li" colycotalis. and tornentosa failed to shov any syniotoins 
v'hsn inoculated vdth C. mlchiRanensls. Ark (1944) renorted 
Cyohorn&ndra betacea, Solanum n xK T'liip VaV * i^ui.n6 Gns0 % cind. 
Hlcotiana glutinosa to be susceptible to this .)atriogen but 
not Nicotiana t-abaemu Lycopersicuin ninislnelllfoliim was 
slightly susceptible and inoculated plants were never killed. 
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C0ryne'bacterlu-if: seoedonlcum. Till 1913, this organism 
T.'as reported on potato only. Spiecfeerrpaan snd Kotthoff (1914) 
reported toinato (L;v'copfers 1 cu.a 1 sculenturn). and L. racinie-
gerum to he sijsceptible to this pathogen tut no mention was 
Thsde of the s}nr,: ' .toiiis or of reisol&tion. Solan-gr-i] commersonii 
and: B, cittrulifolium were c;lso reported as suscentihle hosts. 
Stapo (1930) observed local withering of leaves of young 
toaiato trc ' insplants above aud belov.' points of inoculation. The 
org. '/riisffi v'ss reported as mildly pf'tbogenic to tomato. Pi sua 
arvcnse, and Phcseolus vulRsris i-^re ?:.lso reoorted as slig^^tly 
succeDtible and the orgar ' isn! could be isolated frora inoculated 
nlf'nts. Larson (1944) carried out extensive e-peririents on 
the inociilBtion of to®?to snd other members of the Solanaceae 
^=lth C. sc-gedonicua and found th;!t all comrnerci&l varieties 
of tonato were equally susceptible. Severe v,liting and vas­
cular necrusis wss also prod'uced on all the comirion eggplrnt 
(Solanum iselongena) Vi.rieties and also in the wild, spiny, 
scarlet eggplant (S. Inteprifolium). In tents vlth follovdng 
members of the Solanaceas, no symptoms developed and the 
orgcUiifiin v^as not recovered froni inoculated plants: Atropa 
belludona. Erowella americans. Caaslcuin anniuE.  Datura met el. 
nieteloides. I), stramoniura, Hyoscyamus nlHer, Lysiurc 
haliniifoliuvri, Kicandra tihYsaloides, 15 species and varieties 
of I 'Ucotiana, iliercrriber^^da hi':o";omanic£. Petunia vlolacea, 
six species of Physalis, Salpiglossis sinuata. Schizanthus 
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wisetoiiensis and si.x species of Solanuiru 
Corynebacterium insidiosum. Jones and McCulloch (1926) 
who described this orgwiilsffl on alTalfa Uledica^o sativa) 
reported that no symptoms developed on inoculated plants of 
red clover and several annual legumes (species not perjtiOTied!). 
Elliott (1930) reports alfalfa and v/hite clover (Melllotus alba) 
as the only hosts of this pathogen. No other raention of the 
host rsnge of this organism is available in literature and 
further work seems necessary. 
Bacteriiim ste-vi'artil. Elliott (Ibid.) reported Zea 
as the single host of this organism. Elliott (1935) reported 
Euchlaena mexicana, the annual species, to be vrasceptitle to 
natural infection, Coi.x lachrycia-jobi was reported a host 
of Ste-ivart's vdlt in greenhouse inoculation experiiaents 
(Poos and Elliott, 1936) and Ivanoff (193(5) proved the sus-
ceptihility of Sorg:huTn vuljgare to the organism, "'ellhausen 
(1938) reported Bacterium stevjartli to be slightly infectious 
to beans and oats but tomatoes were not affected in greenhouse 
inoculations. Filiott and Poos (1940) carried out an exten­
sive investigation on the host rfinge of Bacterium steiii 'c.rtii 
and tested a number of plants of the tribe Tripsacaceae for 
their susceptibility to this organism. I3esides Tei. mays. 
Coix lachryma-jobl, Euchlaena mexicana. and E. nerennis li^'ere 
the only plants that developed typical vdlt symptoms on inocu­
lation with Bacterium stey/artii. On the other hand, Tripsacum 
dactyloldes. T. lanceolatum. T. pilosum. T. latifolium. Sorghum 
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halenense, S. hr.lepense sudanense. Saccharum offlclnarum. 
Menlsuris cvllndrica ^?ere immune. S o h u m  y a l g e r e , 
Sclerachne J2unctata, Poly to Cr?. bar bat a, and. Setaria i?:lc;uca 
developed leaf symptoms in young seedlings only. 
PseudoKonas solanacearum. Of all the valt-bacteriaj, 
this species alone has the widest host range extending over 
several families of flovi-ering plants. Amongst the more 
important hosts are potato, tomato, eggplant, tobacco, banana, 
and peanut. T. E. Smith (1939) carried out detailed field 
and greenhouse experiments on the host range of this pathogen 
and classified the plants tested into three classes, viz., 
species susceptible to natural and artificial infection (29 
species), species susceptible to artificial infection but 
immune to natural infection (5 species), and species itriinune 
to both natural and artificial infection (56) species. He 
also suggested that sweet potato, cotton, v-aterinelon, fire-
•^•eed, Crotolaria striata, velvet bean, lima bean, soybean 
I 
and cowpea be removed from the list of host plants and Xan-
thiuni oennsylvanicum. I. chinense. Physalis pruinosa, Aster 
nilosus, and Arabrosia trifida be added to it. 
Eryinia trachelDhila. Pllliott (1930) in her manual 
lists Cucuais melo, C, sativus. Cucurbita maxima, C. moschata 
and C. peoo as the natural hosts of this organism and Eenln-
casa cerifera, Citrullus vulgaris. Cucunils anguria. C. odora­
ti ssirna. Cu.curbita californica, C. foetldissima. Echinocvstis 
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lobats. pnd Sicyos anf;?:ulatus were successfully inoculated in 
the greenhouse. Waldee (1945) found that this organisTti v^as 
pathogenic to cucumbers but not to plants of garden pea?, 
notato, tobacco, and corn, and. to greei pear fruits, cpnle 
twigs, carrot slices, and potato tubers. 
gxoeriinental results. 
In these experiments, the organisms studied were Xantho-
monas camuestris, I, lesgedezae. Corynebacterium flaccuiTifaciens. 
C, niichig.c-inensis. and C. insldiosurrt. The plants on v^hich 
inoculations were .^ade rtere those thF.t had not been previously 
tested for their susceptibility to one or more of the above 
organisms or T.'hose reported susceptibility to one or more of 
the organis'i^is y'as doubtful. All plants were groi'.n in four 
inch pots, each pot holding four or five nl.ints. Inoculations 
v/ere made •.^hen the plants were about ten days old. The ^nethod 
of inoculation consisted of introducing a v/ater suspension 
of the bacteria in the stem of each pliuit by means of a 
hypodermic syringe. Checks veve Inoculated v:ith sterile water. 
Inoculated plants v.'ore incubated in a nioist chamber for 48 
hours before and after inoculation. Observations were made 
at  three day intervals and the plants were discarded rmen a 
nonth old. The inoculations v.'ere repeated in every case. 
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lanthomonas csiripestris. The v:inter stocks (Hatthlola 
incsna) has been reported ris a host of this organisui but 
the evidence on this point is conflicting. In the present 
exwerirnent?, seedlings of this rilaat, two reeks old, failed 
to shor suj sj/mptoia? of wilt in one riionth vdien inocnlsted v;ith 
J. camgestris. Cabbage seedlings (yariety Farly Jersey 
^•'altefield)' inoculated at the sarse ti.- '-.e developed typical 
leaf symptoris in one v/eek and four of the five inoculated 
plants had edited in a month. These results rould indicate 
that -' 'stthiola incana is not e host of this organisTn. 
y'anthOTiionas lesoedezae. This organism failed to produce 
any symptorns of ^^ilt on young plants of Phaseolus lunatus 
macrocarpus. Phaseolus nurens, Phaseolus acutifolius. and 
Stiyolobiua deeringianum in one month. Seedlings of Korean 
lespedeza, inoculated at the Scime ti;:.e, sho-vied typical sj^tsd-
tonis in ten days. 
Corynebacteriuiii f 1 accurnfaciens. Mo symptoms were 
oroduced on seedlings of Phaseolus lunatus aacrocarnus, 
Phaseolus aurens, Phaseolus acutifolius, and Sti.?olobixiiri 
deeringianura, whereas plants of golden cluster beans inocu­
lated at the saae ti 'ne developed tyoical leaf symptoms in 
ten days. 
CorTOebacteriuiii rnichiEanensis. The ability of this 
org':niisin to infect potato or othenvise has not been definitely 
proved. Xoung potato plants, a Teek old, ^ere inoculated v?ith 
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£ virulent culture of ttie orgcuiisrn. One sot of plants Y^as 
inoculated by tiie hypodermic needle inethod and in another set 
the tops of olants were cut off ?.'iti 'i a flaraed scalpel and an 
agar culture of the organism -was applied to the cut ends. 
No syrnotonis of the disease appeared in a month's tine whereas 
tomato seedlings (v&riety Bonny Best) inoculated at the saae 
tiffie developed typical cankers within 20 days. 
No infection prof'uced on young seedlings of Solanum 
rrieloneena. Capsicum annum, and Physails pruinosa. 
CorTnebacteri-goi insidiosuia. xoung seedling;s of ?}iaseolus 
lunatus saacroearnus. P. acntifolius. Stizolobium deeringianum 
and Fhite, White Dutch, Alsike, Black: ii-edic, Criiuson, Red, 
and YelloK Blosrom clovers fr3iled to sho'p; any sjnr/ptoras of 
Vr'ilt in one Tnonth when inoculated T-'ith a virulent culture of 
the organisE except in the case of white clover (Helilotus 
alba). Seedlings of alfalfa inoculated at the same time showed 
symptoms of inlt in three weel-ts. 
Cross Inoculation Trials 
The purpose of these trials vifas to determine whether 
any of the pathogens under study were able to invade the cominon 
hosts of the rest of the soecies of pilt-hacteria. Cross 
inoculations were made, therefore, with all the species, except 
Pseudog:ionas solanacearum ; ?. solanacearum was not included 
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in the experiment as a highly virulsnt culture of the organism 
not at hand. 
The 'olants inoculated v;8re cabhage (Farly Jersey Wakefield), 
Korean ler.pedesa, beans (Golden Cluster), tomatoes (Bonny Eest), 
ootato, nlfalfa, sweet corn (Gelded; Baatais), and cucumbers. 
.^bout tFo vreeks old plants vrcre used for the inoculations. 
/• TOter suspension of bacterid ?-as used in every case and 
inoculations -vere sade in the stems of the plants ^Ith a 
hynoder;^,ic syringe. All the plants v;€-?re incubated in a -jioist 
charnber ^or 4S hours before Bii-i after inoculation and siibsecuently 
tr-insf-erred to the greenhouse bench. 
The cultures of the vaiious species of ?/ilt pathogens used 
in this exnerimRnt "'ere of nroTed p?>thogenicity ?nd had been 
recently re-isolated from diseased ulants by the author. Table 
13 shoTfS the results. 
The test vras repeated t^fiice ritli the saMe results. The 
results show that the species of wilt-bacteria tested seeni to 
be unable to infect any of the plants tested except thcdr oiwi 
natural hosts by the n:ethod used. The only exception is 
Corynebacteriiini seaedonicurn, vdiich is able to infect tomatoes. 
These res^rlts are to be ezoected since the host range of the 
species, except Pseudonionas rolanacearuKs. is not very wide. 
•' 'ellhausen (193S) reported a certain degree of Infection 
of sv^-eet corn by Xanthomonas carancstris, Corynebacteriujn 
f 1 accutnfaciens, C. rsichiri^anensis and C. insidlosuT:. Infection 
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Table 13. Results of croso inoculation trials. 
Organism 
Pathogenicity on 
jjBsub- Tome- creet Cucum-
uaee desae Beans toes corn ber 
Uao iilfal- Po-
fa, tato 
X"ntho;]ionas 
ca.TiDsstris 
Xanthomona s 
Ie3')ede2ae 
C 0 ryn e ba c t  e r ium 
flacciimfaciens 
Coryriebacteri'am 
niichlg^meui^iis 
CoryrLebacteri'g;:! 
seaedonicuin 
Corynebacteriuiii 
insidiosum 
Bacterluiii 
stev/artii - _ _ _ |  _ 
Ervjinia 
tracheiohila - _ _ _ _ ^ 
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with these organises TS.S obtained only in very young seedlings 
of Svveet corn. Infection of sweet corn, characteristic of 
Bscteriuni ste^;jartii v;a5 never :)rociuced but only le'f symntoniP 
anci 3 little stunting rns visible, lie also reported Bacterluiii 
gte-^^artii to be sliglitly infectious to beans bitt not to toma­
toes. In the present sxperim^nts, B. stewartii failed to 
infect aay other plant except sweet corn. Further, nons of 
the other soeeies produced eny infection of sweet corn. 
Seedlings of all ages, from five days to three \'eeks old 
vere inoculstedj but in no case vias infection visible. These 
conflicting results rntvy be due to the differences in the 
viralence of cultures of B. stev/artii, or the technique used. 
The ability of C. segedonicuia to parasitize tomatoes 
VTBS confirned in these e;tr)eriiaents. 
An attempt is made in table 14 to sumina.ri. 'ie the extent 
of the host range of the I'dlt-bacteria. An examination of the 
table shov's thiat none of the organisms are restricted to one 
host. The least nuiaber of hosts is tFo in the case of Coryne-
bacterium insidio^nxra; this organism has not received much 
attention in recent years and it is safe to assume that more 
hosts for this organism v:ill be found when further work Is 
done, "^ost of the work on the host range of the wilt-bE.cteria 
has been in the last ten years or so and before thiet these 
organisms along v.-ith other nhytooathogenic bacteria were 
sup:)osed to be very restricted in their host r.-inge. Studies 
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Table I4. Extent of host range of the bcCterial 
rilt Dc,thog'^ns. 
Organism 
Totf-l no. 
susceptible 
hosts 
Distribution of susceptible 
host.s 
families genera 
caKpestris 
?3nthoT)on3s 
lesnede?;ae 
Con/nebr. cterluc: 
flsceurnfaciens 
Cor\mebs cterium 
aichipanensls 
Co ryn e b? c t  e r iuro 
se^jedonlcum 
Corynebacterlum 
insid.iosiim 
B-cterluni 
stowartii 
Pseudomonas 
solanacearum 
12 
10 
0 
16 
9 
yr?'lnla 
tracheiDhila 
4 
109 
(Flliott, 
1930) 
13 
1 
1 
1 
1 
27 
3 
70 
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Oii tlu- host r^:n•;:c of any phytopfithogonic orgsnisn; can rifiver 
be too extensive or "coEiplete", since all that is attempted 
by any vor^er is testing of available species^ particularly 
t!':ose belongiriiy to the same family as the common host of 
the oEthogen. Further work eiay flaci other urikrio-«n hosts., 
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DISCUS3I0N 
An attempt is inade in table 15 to record pertinent 
inforriiction on the growth reaction and cultural resj3on.se 
of the species of ^vilt bacteria studied. It v;ill be eecrj. 
from table 15 that the pathoceas fall iato two distinct 
groups. Group 1, composed of .Aanthomonas campestris. X. 
lesoedezae, Bacteriiia ste^artii, and Pseudomonas solanacearuru, 
is characteri-Ted by the biocheniical activity of its mGnibcrs; 
the cabbage and Lespedeza oathogens especially are very 
active. They hydrolyze starch, liqijefy gelatin, oroteolyse 
milk and produce indole. Bacterium stewartii and Pseudomonas 
sPlanacearum do not possess these characteristics^ solan-
acearura differs froa the rest in its a;)ility to reduce 
nitrates and inability to produce hydrogen sulphide. In 
fact it is the only soecies of all the I'llt bacteria that 
has these characters. 
ill the four pathogens in this group multiply rr.pidly 
-^ntl have a ^?vide growth temperature range. The pathogens 
in group 2, on the other hand, grow much more slowly. 
Inorganic nitrogen is utilized b ,v all members of grour^ 1 and 
they can also utilize organic nitrogen in the fori!) of amino 
acids, although the different species in this group show some 
variation in this respect. This may have some beari"jg on 
their host relations. For example, Pseudomonas solanacearuin 
can utilize ft, alanine, tyrosine, asparagin, and glutamic 
Table 15. Comparisons bet?-'een the growth reaction 
cmd cultural response of some wilt 
p r 0 diT c ing ha c t e r i  s. 
Bacterial 
pathogens 
GraK 
stain 
Motil­
ity 
Gela­
tin-
licue• 
Litmus 
milk 
In­
dole 
Starch 
hyd TO. H2S 
Hitrate 
reduct. 
Grou-o 1 
Xan thorn ona s 
efiinTiGstris 4 X proteo. 4 + 4 _ 
J-nthononas 
lesnedezae - + f proteo. 4 4 4 -
Bacterium 
stewartii 
-
-
- no 
action 
- - 4 
fieak 
Pseufloroonas 
solanacearuK - - - alkali - - _ 4 
Groun 2 
Corynebacteriura 
flaccujnfsciens _ proteo. - - 4 _ 
Co ryncba c t e r iun^, 
raichiganensis + - curd - - 4 -
CorTOebacterium 
se^eclonicom 
- reduct. - + 
v^eek 
4 -
Coryneb^cteriua 
insidiosuin + - - reduct. - - 4 -

:Grovth- Utillsa- ft-i 
\ temp. Reaction from carbon sources , Utilisa- tion of 
Mitrate Tange In peptone basal medium tion of inorr;a;'iic 'Wil 
reduct. l®C. Dextrose Sucrose Lactose Glycerol citrate nitrogen dej 
[15-40 alkali alkali alkali alkali 
f 
p. 5-40 alkali alkali alkali alkali 
115-40 acid acid acid acid 
^ ,20-40 alkali alkali alkali alkali 
I5-4O acid acid acid acid 
I2O-3O acid acid acid ;jcid 
i 
15-25 acid acid acid alkali 
15-25 acid acid acid acid 

utilization of organic nitrogen Fith and vatliout 
dextrose as source of carbon 
/3-alaxilrie : Tyrosine : Cystine : Lysine :i'\sparagin ^ ri 
? vath-: rvatn-T : vatn-: : vatn-; ; vitn-; ; witn-; : witn-
Tdth:ouu ;vdt]i;out :vath:out :with:out ri'ltli: out- ;with: out ;?;itli: out 
dex,:(iex. :dex.:dex. :dex.:d.e'x. :dex.:c!ex. :dex.:dex. :de.x.:de>:. ;dez,;de;«;. 
4  +  +  +  + 4  
4 
4 
4 
4  
4 
4  
•t 
4  
4  
4  
4  4  
4  4  
4  4  
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acld as sole sources of carbon and aitrogen, a characteristic 
tliat right be correlated with the vade host ranjje of tills 
Dathogen. Further, this species differs from the rest in that 
it is not strictly limited to the vascular system of its 
host, tut is able to destroy the parenchyma. It is felt that 
the ability of this pathogen to produce nitrites from nitrates 
m?y h?,ve bearing on this phenomenon since nitrites are very 
toxic to plant cells and their |;iroduction aay enable the 
Drsrasite to break out into the parenchyrna. Certainly, nitrites 
may -vijell be one of the causes of the vdlting of the host. 
Bacterium stewartli is not very active in its en,^y;ris.tic 
behaviour but can utiliz-e a large number of organic nitrogen 
compounds if sugar is present; the role of sugar in the jetab-
olisffi of this pathogen is very striking. In its absence, only 
glutamic acid is utilized but most of the amino acids serve 
as sources of nitrogen if carbon is supplied in the fonri of a 
sugar. 
The members of Group 1 seem to be rather prlndtive 
0rganis2;s Y'hen compared i^ 'ith those in Group 2, which is COTT;-
oosed of the Corynebacteria. These pathogens are slov.' 
groisers, have narro^v limits of groY;th temperature, and a lov 
biochemical activity; gelatin liquefaction is not very strong, 
starch is not usually hydrolyzed, indole is not produced and 
proteolysis in milk does not occur. Cor>-nebacterium flaccum-
faciens is more active biochemically than the rest as shovai by 
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its ability to proteolyze 'jiilk snd liguefy gelatin. Mone 
of the four Corynebacteria c&n utilize inorganic nitrogen 
and only a very small number of amino acids are utilized if a 
sugar is available as carbon source. On the other hand, 
neotone serves as a source of carbon and nitrogen for all the 
soecies in this group. It seenis, therefore, that the nutritive 
requirements of this group are very ooraylex and growth 
accessory factors—"nutrilites" and vitamins—may be necessary 
for their develoomeiit. This characteristic, coupled vdth their 
lacV of enzjnuatic activity, might explain why these organisms 
are vascular rather tbrn parenchyiiatous. The biochemical 
inactivity of these organisms can further be correlated vjith 
their pathogenesis; none of the wilts caused by the Corjuebac-
teris are as intense in their manifestations as the ones 
vAiere the causal agents belong to Group 1, the active parasites. 
For example, bean vdlt caused by Coryiiebacterium flaccunifaciens 
and tomato wilt caused by C. michiKanensis are never as des­
tructive as the "black rot", Ste?/art's wilt, and wilt of 
potatoes and tomatoes. It is well known that many plants 
may wholly or partially recover. 
Still further, C. seaedonicum develops slo'-ly in its 
host, so trmch so that the yresence of the pathogen in diseased 
tissues is difficult often to deaonstrate. 
It is surprising v;hy iTierribers of Group 1, very active 
biochemically, are vascular parasites. The Xanthonionas 
snecies are particularly aotev/orthy in this respcct. The 
genus Xanthomonas is made up of species which htve the 
•biocheriiical activity as the two v.llt producers in that genus, 
but the sjnaptoiJis produced by rriernbers of this genup are "leaf-
soots" and "blights". The cabbage and lesoedeza patbogens, or. 
the other hynd, produce vascular necrosis. The nutritional 
requireinents of this group are also si.Tiple and soecial groT'th 
3cces.'-ory factors are not necessary as in thp nieabers of 
Group 2. Stf-rr (1946) studied the "miniiiial nutritive require-
nients" of 30 s^^ecics of Xanthomonas (including il. cam;)estris 
and A. lesnedezae), and found that all the species could grovf 
on a siE:jle basal laedlutn coiitaining auaisoniuixi chloride, glucose, 
and salts and grovitli accessory factors such as iriethionine, . 
glutamic acid and nicotinic acid Vfere not necestiary. The only 
exceptions y-eve X. pruni which required nicotinic acid to 
support its growth, and X. hederae and 1. transluscens. v:hich 
required methionine as a grov/th accessory factor. The 
results of the present study confiri?) these observations with 
respect to X. ca^mpestris and X. les^^edezae in so far as these 
tTi'o species can grow in an inorganic nitrogen aedium. >''hy 
is it then that in such a homogeneous group of organisms like 
species of Xanthomonas, only a fev/ are vascular parasites? 
The ansTiver clearly does not lie in the "ir.inirnal nutritive 
requirements" of tliese orgiinisas or their enzymatic activity. 
It is posr-ible that the living cell in leaves of the host 
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plant elaborate one or more ch&aicsis that either kill the 
invading bacteria or inhibit tneir gro^'jth uitli the result that 
only anall necrotic lesions result Khen invr-slon occurs through 
the stomata, vmile this does not happen in the vascular sys­
tem which is composed of non-living elements. The occurrence 
of' siTisll, localised lesions on cabbb,g,e as a result of storastcil 
invasion by Xgnthomonas cam'oestris supports this hypotheJils. 
p. j;o!iie'what similar phenoKenon is found in black-steni rust 
caused by Puccini a graminis tritici, -vvherc in moderately 
resistant varieties tii-' Icilllrig of host cclls edjacent to the 
substomatal vesicle releases substances v<hxch >111 the invad­
ing fungus hyphae (/;ilen, 1923). Recently^ Koriiiian (194?) has 
shown that a distillate of onions, reraoved from contact vath 
enzymes, undergoes a change and yields dinitro-ohenyl hydra-
zone, which has distinct bactericidal properties. Pederson 
and Fisher (-V'+4) have sliovvn the bactericidal properties of 
cabbage juice. 
It is interesting to speculate on ihe existence of 
antibiotic oherioinena in the host relations of the vascular 
;;at'nogcns. In the case of tlie "leaf-spot'- and "blight'" 
organlsiT.s, it is possible that the bacteria theniselves 
elaborate some cheraicals, not necessarily en?;y;Ties, T'vhich 
enable them to Irill the living cells in the le-ii, a property 
that might be absent in the vascular pathogens. The existence 
of such a phenoMenon cannot be demonstrated unless specific 
ciicrocbemlcol tests are developed and utilised. One of the 
animal pathogens, such as the tuberculosis orgsnisrn elaborates 
some 300 different cheiiilcal coifiuoands (in Kohranji;, 1947)5 it 
is oosiiible that the plant pathogeus, too, behave siiTjilc-rly. 
Some light may be shed on the host relations of the ^ilt 
bacteria by recalling host rel.itions of the P 'usor iuE ^••ilts, 
Fi-isarlum coa.fl:lutinans Wr. paraslti;^es cabbage and other cruci-
fsrs hut no other iiosts in related fa'milies. Xanthomona s 
c .^K ' testris is very much similar in its host range. On the 
other hand, P'usariua vasiniectum Atk. and F. llni Bolley 
aro very restricted. These Fusaria have siinple nutritional 
requirements and can utilise inorgsnic nitrogen; they also 
produce most of the coix!nion enzymes and F. vasinfectuia even 
produces cellulase. These parasites, although they have a 
less specific nutritional reuuireffient than any of the valt 
bacteria, are highly specific. Parasitisni is a phenomenon 
of nutrition of the pathogen, after all, and it v\ould seeni 
therefore that the answer to vascular parasitism of the vrilt 
bacteria lies in their specific nutritional recuireirients. In 
the last analysis one is forced to conclude that parasitism 
in the ^dlt bacteria is deuendent on nutrilites supplied by 
the host or pathogen. 
Before further %'ork is done in this problem, it vould be 
•vjorth^'i'hile to find out vhiether the species of i^-ilt bacteria are 
really unit or group snscies. The results on the sinino acid 
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utili^.ation by strains oi^ Corynebacterium ifdchlganensls 
indicrites thst this soecies is made up of strains. Similar 
Vcirifit'XOilS SJ'.XSb 111 iic-Ct£PXUia StGY.'-3.rtiX» Iw is felt triiit 
with the developriient of an appropriate technic.ue for measuring 
the virulence of these bacteria and by the use of differential 
hosts, as is done in the rusts and, powdery inildev.s, nsost of 
the bacterial plant pathogens could be shomi to be very 
varieble and composed of strains. The e^fistonce of such £ 
situation in lanthonionas transluscens and the root-nodule 
organism, Rhiz:,obiiim leguminosarur: is v;ell Icnown, It should 
prove illuminating to study the grovrth responE^: of these 
strains cofflp-nratively on the organic nitrogen compounds. In 
other words, further progrest on this problem must couibine 
strain isolation in terms of host reaction and the growth 
resDonse of the different variants in each species of the 
Tiiilt bacteria. 
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SUMMARY 
Thirty-t7^o isolates of nine species oi wilt-producing 
plant Dsthogenic bacteria belonging in the genera Xnnthornons 
Pseudonjonas, Cor^/iiebacteriuiri, Erwinia and Racteriuin vere 
studied compnrstively for their cultursl behaviour and host 
relations. 
All the species were rod shaped, non-sporulating, nou-
acid fast organisios. The Corynebscteris T?'ere Gram positive 
v^liile the rest ?;ere Gram negative; the Corynebacteria. (•^lth 
the exceotion of C, j'laccujiifaclens) and Bacterium stewartii 
Ti'ere non-motile but the rest vere motile. 
All the isolates produced a yellovdsh, slimy grovth 
on the nsedia used; exceptions v^ere Pseudotiioaas solanacesrain, 
was dirty-^A^hite turning brown, Corynebacteriua segedonicuni, 
white and C. ixisidlosupi, bluish-black. 
Xantho'fijonas caitipestris. I. lespedegae, Pseudoraonas 
solanacearum. Btjcteriur; stewartii, and Corynebacterj.u.rn 
flaccumfaciens had a very •'.vide optimum grov,'th-ter!ipern.ture 
ran^-e of 15''^ - 40"^ C.; the rest of the species had narrower 
limits of temperature, 20^ ~ 30'^ c., for optimum grov/th. 
XarithoiKonas catnpestris and X. lespedezae v.ere active 
liuuefiers of gelatin and also hydroly2ed starch. Coryne-
bacteriuni hydrolyaed starch sliglitly but did not liquefy 
gelatin. Some isolates of C. mlchiganensis and C, flaccuni-
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faciens liquefied gsls/tin inoderately but .none hydrolyzed 
starch. .All tlis rest of the spscies neither attaciced gelatin 
nor starch. 
Hydrogen sulphide was produced by all the species exceot 
Pspudo;non.gs solrinacearuin, r-hen tested by the lead-acetate strip 
syiethod, Tbe -oroduction of hydrogen sulahide by (•orynebacterium 
flaccuafaciens, C. ;riichi?:aacrisis. _C. insidi.osu'n and Eacteriujn 
stevjartll was denionstrated for the first tise. 
Only some isolates of j^anthoaiorigs cp'ffloestris and E11 of 
X. lesoedezae produced indole v;e:-ikly. 
The }[.?.nthoraonas species and Corynebs.cterium flaccum-
faciens proteolyzed milk. Corynebacteriua insidiosuis end 
Bacteriuin stevi'artii produced slight acidity v/hile Fry'inls 
tracheiDhila produced no change in litmus milk; Corpbacteriu;n 
Kichigdnensis curdled it and Pseudomonas solanacearuip produced 
a distinct slkal-ine reaction, 
Pseudomonas solanacesrum alone reduced nitrate to nitrite 
end further utilized it; the rest of the species did not reduce 
nitrate. 
All the species were Voges-Proskauer and Methyl Red 
negative. The two Xanthomonas species and Pseudomonas solan-
acearuffi utilised citrate. 
Only Bacteriuin stewartii and Pseudomonas solanacearum 
could utilize asparagin as sole source of carbon and nitrogen. 
The Corynebacteria produced an acid reaction in a peptone 
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basal inediiim iflth all the carbon confounds tested. They failed 
to gro'is: in a synthetic nitrogen media v,itb carbon coQpo-unds ss 
the source of energy. The Xsnthoaonas species and Pseudornonas 
Eolanaeearun} produced an alkaline reaction v/ith rail the carbon 
eom:oounds in a pe^itone basal Laedium; Bacterium ste?;artii pro­
duced an scid reaction v;hich reverted to neutrality vrith age. 
In a synthetic basal ^aediuni with aniP.oniUHi phosahate as 
the source of nitrogen, Xanthojiona.s carnpestris and I. lesoede?;ae 
utilised a large number of carbon cor.DOunds including acetic 
and citric acids. Pseado-ionas solanacearuni utilized only a fe?.' 
of these couipounds while Bacterium steY/artii y.'as intermediate 
between Pseudoinonas solanacearuffi and the XanthoEonas species. 
Very striking differences TCre exhibited by the nine 
SDCcies of wilt-bacteria in their utilization of amino acids 
as a source of nitrogen and/or carbon in a synthetic mineral 
basal medium. The Corynebacteria vfere very inert in this 
respect; glutamic acid was utilized as a source of nitrogen 
by all snecies in the presence of dextrose as a source of 
carbon. There ^^ere differences between highly virulent and 
slightly virulent strains of Co ryn e ba c t e r1um michiganensis; 
the highly virulent ones utilised aspartic and glutamic acids 
as sole source of carbon and nitrogen, 7?hile the slightly 
virulent ones did not. The virulent ones utilized a larger 
number of awino acids in the presence of dextrose than the 
slightly virulent ones. 
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founds are necessary for host invasion by the vdlt 
"bc'ct0'ri'^- Iti csspsj thout'h so"i0 of tr;?!T' li!'^'? Xivitboii-oii'is 
c?^n-i-j(^stris ^nd Corys'icbactcrriuin Gichli'^iimcd:; can penetrate 
the host through nntarsi openings like hylothodes ?nd stoneta. 
jority of the p.-^rasites invade the xyleia princiur.llyj 
exception is Corynebacteriiim •michiganerisls v'hich .iiarasitizes 
the •ohloern and causes cankers on the sterns. 
It was shown thf.t yanthoEonrgs Cc'.T!iT)e?'trls .-jnd 2.. lespedezae 
c.?n invade their hosts through stomata on the leaf, bat the 
resulting le?ions rcDiain f^.m.-dl -nd the org'nisms do not nro-
gress furtner. 
The •physiological charscters of Corynebacteriuni flaccum-
fecl°ns justify its ir^clusion in that genus. It is felt that 
the Ste^p'^irt's •wilt o8tho?:;c'n deserves to be :5lf.'ced in ? uev! 
genus in the Pseudomonadecese, but no recoromendations are Kc-rle 
since it seenis thst ••^•.ore isolstec of this organism should be 
exetniner]. 
The winter stock (f.:etthiola inc'in?) wsi: not snsceptible 
to the streins of XanthoTrionss c/nncestris used in this study. 
Corynebactrium mlchigenensis failed to cause any fym^DtoTTis in 
ootatoes. 
In cross-inoculation trials v/here all the cox®on hosts 
of the ^"?ilt-bacteTia (except Pseudori'ionas solanacearam) Avere 
used, the pathogens did not v)roduce syr;iptoirj?. in any plants, 
but their common hosts; the only exceoti'^n was Corynebacteriufii 
se'oedonicum which could invade the toinato and the potato. 
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Tlie present study indicates that the ^ilt causing bacteria 
can be divided into tvro groups based on their differential 
growth response, namely their enzpiatic activity, nitrogen 
utilizstion and grovrth temperature range. Definitely these 
eight bacterial plant pathogens are not as heterogeneous In 
growth reaction as their systematic grouping suggests. Group 
1 comnrises of four species as follo?/s; Xanthomonas campes-
trifc\ X. lespedezae. Psc-udomons.s solgg-iacearuin. and Bacterium 
stevfartii. and Group 2 four also, namely, Cor:,Tiebacterium 
f1a c cum fa c i ens. C. michiganensis, C. seDedonlcum. and C. Insidi-
0sum. The gro^!?th reaction of Group 2 shoTJS considerable 
specificity on the nitrogen containing aiijino acids which 
suggests that the growth of these bacteria in the host is 
dependent on sreclfic nutrilitss elaborated by the interaction 
of the host and oarasite. What these aay be can only be 
determined by strain Isolation based on differential host reac­
tion and an intensive study of their growth response. 
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